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Mat Maloney, divil a trap will I iver help yez
eit for a cat again !’
‘ Don’t throuble yersilf, Mistress Maloney ;
ye’ve played the divil as ii is. Niver fear me
axin’ a hap’orth o ’ yer assistance. I t’s a natli’ral fool ye are, to be takin’ a baste uv a pole
cat fur ahouse c a t.’
M at and Biddy went cautiously back to the
cabin, from which the offensive quadruped had
taken his departure. Things were turned out
0’ doors, Biddy’s petticoat buried, the bed
which fortunately escaped, moved to a near
neighbor’s the stove moved outside, and for a
week they kept house out of doors, by dint of
scrubbing, washing and airing, the house was
rendered once mote habitable, but neither Mat
or Biddy have forgotten the ’ strange c a t.’

A ffecting Suicide.—The New Orleans Crescent states that Mr, Daniel Williams, an esti
mable young man of th at city, recently com
mitted suicide by taking laudanum. The act
was the result of grief for the death of his wife,
made morbid by the intoxicating draughts in
which he vainly endeavored to drown it. He
left the following verses to explain his motive
for the deed:

ing to be treated with the deference due to my
“ Bo steady and truthful, Archie,” she says,
Precisely as tbe belfry clock strikes eight, is much wedded to belief in the high morality
lady’s steward and my lady’s housekeeper, Tidd “ and the M essrs.---------will be kind friends, I Jan et enters Lady Channcey’s room, adjacent to of Tidd and Tippins, though latterly it has been
and Tippins are vastly disgusted a t being ush anr sure. Above all, don't forget the least thing her bed chamber. The old gentlewoman’s shakeu by various matters that have reached her
ered into no more dignified a place than a dirty papa taught you.’’
demi- toilette is com pleted; but her manner is eye and ear.
BF CHAKLSl’ CARROLL.
waiting-room, already tenanted by some score
The'boy promises, and talks about Chauncey even more frigid and haughty than the night be
These things proceeded for some days. Janet
of shabby genteel people of either sex, com Munor, aud going to see her there. She does fore. Without appearing to heed it, Jao et in is daily in Sir W alter’s presence, and yet has
Once, on the wings of prophecy.
bined with a small sprinkling of elaborately at not like to tell him what incubuses Tidd and quires alter her health, and then reads prayers never seen him. She might, were she coquette
A vision came to me,
tired plushes. Butterflies amidst lugubrious Tippins seem to be, though she thinks it best to better even than on the previous night, for her enough ; but mv lady’s wish is dutifully obeyed.
And feebly, in my humble rhyme,
moths ! Presently the lousekeeper is informed say th at ;t appears that he will not be allowed timidity is less.
I’ll tell the tale to thee.
At length one day Sir W alter takes a ride across
1 seemed to view, in olden time,
that Lady Chauncey's business is a t that time to visit her.
‘ I like your reading vastly,’ says Lady the country, and his hour of return will be un
“ I have raised the wine-cup in my hand,
A city far away 5
under consideration—that a selection of eligible
“ But they e m ’t help my coming to the vil Chauncey, when prayers are at an and... aDd her certain. My lady, therefore, falls bock into her
And the wildest strains I ’ve sung,
candidates having been already made, and lage and just stealing into the park,” says the manner softening as she spoke; ‘ It is a great usual habits; and naps and dines, and takes
It’s buildings quaint and strong grew bright
Till the laugh of drunken tuirth,
their references inquirfd after. Miss Atkin boy ; “ and I will see you, Jan et, if only a t a accomplishment in one so young, and an acqui-. tea, and has music as usual. Janet is singing
With beams o f early day.
The echoing air has rung.
son, Lady Chauncey’s friend, is closeted with distance.”
sition to me. Now go to breakfast in the house when Sir Walter comes in ; she rises to retire,
And it was strongly walled about,
But a pale and sorrowful face has looked
M rs .------, in relation t) the final decision—
Miss Gordon id now going—but the door of a keeper’s room, and at nine o’clock attend mine.’ but my lady bids her, rather crossly, to ‘ go on,’
And fortified along,
From out the cup to me,
this to be effected as s»on as one or two lag private office opens, and the head clerk, a gen
The breakfast in the housekeeper’s room is a which she does. When she ends, she withdraws,
And bristling ordnance thickly frowned,
And a trembling whisper I have aeard,
ging candidates arrive, Such being the state of tlemanly old man, beckoned her in. To her in particularly excellent one—for Tidd and Tippins with little more than a hurried glance at the
And warriors brave and strong
That I fancied came from thee.
affairs, there is nothin’ for the pair but pa quiries, he says that her brother is steady and themselves partake of i t ; but the housekeeper’s tall, dark, haughty man who stands regarding
By hundreds thronged the battlements,
tience—this necessary virtae of human life truthful, has been noticed by the heads of the humor is a very bad one. This increases in her. A day or two after she sees him again.—
L if e in th e N o r t h .
Thou art slumbering hi thy peaceful grave,
And all along the wall
being, in their case, by no means augmented by firm, and will be promoted from time to time, viciousness when her questions and counter My lady is having her siesta—and Jan et is sit
And thy sleep is Jreamless now,
Their arms gleamed bright, in bold anay,
We extract theffollowing from an account of
Tidd’e non-summons to the consultations qnd if he continues in the same course.
questions as to what my lady said and did, elic ting on her favorite terrace, reading, when
But the seal of never-dying grief,
And on the turrets tall.
selection, and by Tippins, ion ability to slightly
This is good news, and going down the stair it so little in the way of re^lv ; and the fact is smelling the whiff-of a cigar, she looks up. and
the Kane Expedition in the -Veto For/. T ri
Is on thv mourner's brow.
refresh
himself
on
the
well-coasted
fowl
and
del
case
again,
sho
is
met
by
tbe
housekeeper,
who
set down to cunning and duplicity.
bune.
sees the same dark stranger as before. He seems
And then advanced across the plain
icate sherry.
promises every motherly care and duty to the
Lady Chauncey’s morning meal is, as we have inclined to come and take a seat beside her ; re
And my heart is chiU as thine, Mary,
A band of lbemen stroug
On going out in the morning, the first breath
To
amuse
themselves,
they
observe
everybody
orphan
boy.
said,
served
with
much
formality
and
state.
membering iny lady’s injunction, she rises, bends
For the joys o f lift are fled,
And m adly, through their seried ranks,
you take gives a tickling sensation to the lungs,
and everything with true flunkey supercilious ( Thus, with her heart set at peace, she begins Enough is set forth to feed twenty—and two to him, and returns to the bouse.
And I long to layjmj aching breast,
The war-cry swelled along.
and you feel it course through them, as though
ness. They observe the line of carriages before her journey to Chauncey Manor.
footmen aud the butler attend it. Learning
With the cold and liient dead.’,
Lady Chauncey’s perplexity and irritability
No more the sun of that bright morn
you were breathing some exhilerating gas ; but
the window, and arrive at the knowledge that
It is nearly ten o’clock by the time she a r from the latter my lady’s habits, and finding increase. Sir W alter goes tbe day after the
The quaint old roofs did guild ;
after the fi.st breath the lungs seem to adapt
their mistress’ friend does not keep one, ‘ but rives there. I f any despondency were left in that most punctual in all her proceedings, Lady morrow, and yet the debated monetary affairs
The balmy air of spring grew foul,
themselves to it, and though the thermometer
o j s ’n a'n 1 © © i b © © ^
only jobs a private cab next they watch all her soul, it must be chased away by the divine Chauncey likes to find the smallest item of her are still unsettled. That night, when Jan st
W ith smoke and catnage filled.
stand at 50 0 or 60 0 below zero, they experi
CR,
comers and goers, and have convictions of their inspiring glory of the night— of the extreme breakfast ready, Jan et carves and chops a mod has read prayers, my lady bids her kneel beside
ence no great inconvenience. A t sueh a tem
own concerning the same. They notice the va beauty of the old sylvan shadowed hall. The icum of meat, dresses an egg, denudes the her.
Long raged the war-din, till my soul
T h r e e J u n e s a t C h a u n cey M a n o r.
perature, if you are vfarmly clothed you may
rious • companions ’ as they pass and repass, moonlight lies upon the marsh pools, and bread and butter of crust and slices it into
W as sickened at the s igfct,
* My child? she says, ‘ I want you to advise
go out and exercise on the ice, qnite comforta
and
wonder if the selection is yet made. They stretches its silvery pathways -to the doors, slips, and then, there being a minute or so to me—tor if you do so,"it must be disinterestedly,
I t has risen a hot Jtn e morning. Pleasant
And then the vision vanished, as
bly, when there is no wind. Your beard soon
intuitively
like
or
dislike
the
faces
as
they
pass
worthy
of
the
feet
which
bring
in
love
and
spare
ere
the
clock
strikes
nine,
it
suddenly
oc
A dream on wings o f night.
are
the
wooded
glades
aiound
Chauncey
M
anor;
for
you know not particulars. 1 have to choose
becomes heavy with your frozen breath ; but
Again the strong old city stood
curs to her to fetch some of the beauteous roses between conscience and persuasion—which will
when yeu have become accustomed to this you still lie its shadowed polls; unruffled rests t'ne by; for some, they think, would be venal in peace.
struments
in
tlieir
hands
as
regards
‘
my
lady;'
Tidd
a
t
once
seeks
my
lady,
who
has
not
re^
she
had
deposited
in
the
water-jug
up
stairs
and
fern
above
the
harebell
and
the
violet;
and
far
Before my inward eye,
be best ?’
can enjoy a game at football on a smooth patch
When many years had rolled their course,
‘ Conscience, I think, madam?replied J an et;
of ice, and that too without fear of slipping away, across the open stretches of the ancient others too lofty for even tlieir mere prclimina tired. In a little while she returns, aud bid put them on the table near my lady’s cup
Beneath a summer sky.
into an air hole. But when there is a wind, park, the golden sun falls golden on the but ries towards baseness. Half an hour may have ding Miss Gordon follow her, leads her through This is done ju st to the moment she arrives. ‘ for the dictates of the last are usually truthful,
gone
by,
aud
thuu
flur.keyism
is
discredited
by
a
noble
hall,
iqto
a
nobler
room,
where
a
thin,
tercups
of
June.
She
seems
to
take
a
purposed
note
of
everything
and
bring no remorse.’
though it be slight, the case is different. I t is,
Its gates were opened wide and free,
I t is about eight o’chck. Lady Chauncey the arrival of a bumble tab, from which alight whithered lady, of about sixty, sits, reading though she says but little ; receiving, as it would
‘ You are right, child, and so I will decide?
then, of no use to multiply thicknesses of cloth ;
And all its streets along
a
.young
girl
attired
in
deep
mourning
and
a
what
seems
to
be
a
small
manual
of
devotion
seeui,
those
attentions
as
a
matter
of
course.
has
not
yet
breakfasted,
for
it
is
with
her
a
I t is the last night of June ; and Jan et has
1the biting air strikes through as keenly as tho'
W ere heard the sounds of industry,
1there were but a single thickness of muslin.— meal of great pomp ano state; but Tidd, the middle-aged woman clad likewise. The latter The two candles which gave her light, gave little But her pleasure that her breakfast table has bean at Chauncey Manor three weeks. Sir W al
And labor’s cheerful song.
ISkins alone can protect you. You must take housekeeper, lias, and so aas Tippins, the stew bears the appearance of a maid of all work, to the room itself, though it needs it not, for it been beautified and perfumed, is presently no ter goes on the morrow ; ano my lady is closet
No warrior’s thronged the battlements,
ed with Mr. Millway, the cld chaplain, who,
| your fashions from the Esquimaux. You find ard. Indeed, the latter may be strongly sus and as she follows the young girl into the house, is flooded by the light ot the moon, through two ticed, by her saying,
Or crowded on the wall,
I shall like to seo flowers each morning at though no lover of the Tidd and Tippins sway,
1the fields in which you may exercise your taste pected of having anticipated a certain portion she is to be seen crying bitterly. They come noble oriel windows, which look faraw ay across
F or liberty and peace had thiown
into
the
room
together,
and
the
young
girl’s
the
park.
breakfast-table;
and
in
my
sitting-room,
as
of
his
dinner
or
supper,
ts
his
eyes
are
a
little
is too somnolent and easy to take part pro and
(0 be rather lim ited; you have seal skin, deer
Their banners over all.
Tidd prepares to remain through this first in well?
con, but dozes all the week in the library, and
i skin, rarely a bear skin—from these you must hazy, his voice a little muffled, and the end of first care is to lead her humble companion to a
seat,
and
then
herself
prepares
to
follow
the
terview,
but
is
dismissed,
though
falteringiy
by
After
a
slow
walk
ud
and
down
the
terrace,
preaches a sleepy sermon cn the Sunday. I t is
fashion yourself, if you cannot purchase of some his nose as red as any autumn mulberry. But
1 paused upon the city’s wall,
Jan et and her new mistress return, and go to on a balmy summer’s night; and Janet, being
’ Esquimaux modiste sealskin or deer skin pan Miss Tidd is in a particular frosty state—at all attending servant. But the woman sobs on, my lady.
Now crumbling to decay,
For some minutes this austere, proud-Iookiug gether into a noble sitting-room, in which a ve at liberty, goes out on to the terrace to her fa
times icy, her blood and lemper are at zero on burying her face in her coarse shawl, and then
taloons
and
seal
skin
boots.
If
the
pantaloons
Where sturdy laborers essayed
woman sits regarding this young stranger, with ry large frame of worsted work is a conspic vorite seat. She lias not long sat there, when
I do not cover your feet neatly and have no straps, this hot June morning. Tae truth is that both I the young girl steps back again.
To force -the stone away.
; Don't, please, cry,’ she says, ‘ dear Susan— out a word. Then she says abruptly, without uous object. For twenty years, Lady Chauncey the whiff of the cigar is again evident, and she
you must be content, it is the fashion of the steward and housekeeper are in a desperately
I saw the masonry give way,
I
inay
not
be
selected,
and
then
your
tears
will
has been wasting her days over this fabric itiun rises to go. but this time Sir W alter is close be
preface of any kind—
bad
humor.
Lady
Chautteey,
their
mistress,
!country, and the Esquimaux belles will not think
The heavy masses yield,
‘ There are two things to which I somewhat of carpet, which is now to be handed over for side her, and making her again seat herself,
'less of you on that account. They, too, wear finding her eyesight failinr, her steps grow have been purposeless?
And following, 1 saw them borne
She says this in a low and sweet voico, and object with respect to you—your youth, aud the the larger part of each morning to Janet, who stands haughtily before her.
1seal skin pantaloons and boots. Taken together ing feeble, her days a litfie long aud weari
And heaped upon the field.
‘ Ish all not hurt you? he says; ‘therefore
; these continuations cover limbs corresponding some, has resolved upon tsking a young per unconsciously turns her face towards those who religious opinions in which you have been rear will have to form bud and flower under her mis
tress’ supervision. But previously to the begin remain ; 1 have something to say to you—and
to those which yours cover. The division, hnw- son ae a companion—to escort whom to Chaun watch her as she speaks. I t is not. strictly ed. W hat is the former ? I forgot exactly?
1 saw a firm foundation laid,
ning,
letters
have
to
be
read
and
"written.
The
speaking,
a
beautiful
face—hut
it
is
full
of
in
this
is my only time for saying it, as to-morrow
cey
Manor
is
their*'
errand
this
day.
Hence
‘
I
was
sixteen
last
month,
madam.'
: ever, is quite different.; their boots come up half
To bear a noble pile :
‘ You look older—but that is well You will old butler at this juncture bringing in the letter- I shall be far away?
1way above the kuee to meat them. The hoots the viciousness of their tempers, although telligence and human goodness; and there is a
And. as I watched them, day by day,
He pauses here, and fixes on her a gaze she
are double, consisting of what may be termed the inurniug breathes diviaeness and peace freshness and extreme youth in tho small roun not object, I hope, to attend the village bag, Lady Chauncey takes her seat in a highThe strong walls grew the while, •
hacked chair behind the frame, aud, with a cannot face.
ded figure. Instinctively Miss Tidd hates the church?
the seal skin stocking, with the fur inside, and around.
Until a noble temple rose,
small table before her, covered with work and
girl—she has a eort of presentiment that this
I Hold up your head !’ he says, os though
‘
O
,n
o
,
madam,
I
have
already
said
so.
I
But
though
Miss
Tidd
is
thus
exquisitely
a
boot
of
the
same
material,
with
the
flesh
side
To grace the virgin sod,
next the stocking. Toward tlieir upper extrem frigid, tier morning potations have not been will bo • my lady’s companion ’— the one with have been reared to care for the spirit and d u  papers, awaits Jan et's duty of reading the let bidding a child ; she tries, but lets in drop again.
And point with tall and tapering spire,
ters.
1 1 have something to thunk you for? he contin
ities the boots are of very ample dimensions, wholly confined to the best Pekoe—already has whom she will wage war or live in amity.— ties of religion, rather than for particular for
The prayers of faith to god.
‘ Look first to the letter from my nephew, ues, ‘ which but for you would never have been,
and in spite of this it is said they fit tightly.— she had some four glasses of the choicest Stierry; When the girl has followed the attendant, Miss mulas.’
Tidd
condescends
to
accost
thick-shouldered.
and
for which I must be eternally grateful?
Sir
Walter
Chauncey.
I
t
will
he
sealed,
and
whilst,
in
the
small
basket
the
carries,
nestles
a
‘
Very
well;
here
you
will
be
a
church-going
Thus on the wings of prophecy,
The pantaloons are frequently very beautiful,
I I do not know in what way. Sir W al er, I
its crest a raven. Open it—and if it be marked
A vision came to me,
and are ornamented with strips of redond white pint bottle of the same, ttgether with a well weeping Susan, but that good soul's grief is too WO nan. Do you rend well ?’
real
to
reply
other
than
iiy
monosylablcs
;
but
can
have obliged you. I am but a stranger
•
private?
hand
it
to
me.
If
uot,
read
on.
This
roasted
fowl,
bread,
a
creau
cheese,
and
some
•Your ladyship must judge. I have been
To shadow' from the gloomy past,
leather, elaborately embroidered in fine mosaic
appetizing grapes which Mellow, the gardener, Miss Tidd elicits sufficient to understand that much accustomed, during the long illness of my will he your duty with all letters ; and with re here, and my situation a very hnrnble one?
The good that is to bepatterns.
‘
But
your influence has been a blessed one al
spect
to
which
I
shall
expect
entire
silence.
the
young
girl
is
one
of
the
selected
candidates
father?
Where now’ the tide ot battle roll9,
As the garment is entire, and depends solely has contributed. The little refreshments are by
The letter is found—and not being so marked ready, and will he more so, if you have but pa
‘ Ring the bell?
Shall rise the holy shrine ;
upon the closnness of its fit for its support, the the way of lunch, for the tteward and house that she is an orphan daughter of a lately de
is read. It simply states that its w riter, Sir tience and faith. Lady Chauncey came herself
She is obeyed, and the old butler appears.
Where gleam’s the sword, time yet shall see
manner of putting it on becomes a problem of keeper intend to dino in London—put the cost ceased dissenting clergyman, and that her name
‘ As the chaplain is from home, you or Tip W alter, will he at Chauncey Manor in a few last night to me, and confessed that it was you
The cross of Calvary shine.
no little interest. You ponder over it long and under the head of expenses to ‘ my lady’s ac is Jan et Gordon.
Eagerly Miss Tidd now watches to see what pins can read prayers in the servant’s hall. Miss days, where he will remain till the end of June ; who had advised her to act by the promptings of
vainly. A t lust you acquaint some fair confi count’—and further, Miss Tidd has resolved
and in the first week in Ju ly , sail on his return conscience—and those promptings were towards
didates pass on tlieir way out—and verily, Gordon reads to mo to-night.’
yjilendante with the subject ot your speculations, and to invest some pound or tro in r
B id d y M a lo n e y ’s C at.
The books are brought, and Jan et reads pray to Bombay. Littie as these woids convey to a me and to my needs, instead of to the advice of
without any affectation of prudery she tells you oieneslace, a o d a n e w g o w r, and lei the co sti • 1 repass, except the one last come. She is then
Mntthey Malony, better known by the boys “ it is perfectly easy,” and straightway draw work itself out of some of Itr weekly oil's’.— Lierself sranmonea to the awful presence of Mrs ers in a low, sweetly modulated voice. For stranger's ear, they seemed to perplex my lady those who have so long ruled. As you must
at the mill as ‘ Father M at,' on returning from ing an imaginary pair over her feet, and above She is conscious of being wist in her own go.:-1 M---------, 2nd ‘ my lady's ’ friend, Miss Atkin- months previously they had been drawled out 'much. She becomes absent and irritable ; and always be aware, the housekeeper and steward
by Tidd, in the vicious nasal twang of a parish the#arpst work following, in which Janet shows sit like an incubus on all pertaining to Chauncey
work one evening, was met a t the gate by Bid her knees, she crosses her legs, and Io ! they eration.
Manor. But that day is near its end, and so he
After a few preliminary inquiries as to Lady school-hoy, aud had fallen unfruitfully on the herself but a poor proficient, she say1
W hen, for the twentieth tine, she has made
dy, his better half, in a high state of excite slide easily upwards into their place. They are
C
uaiincey's
state
of
health,
and
tho
prospect
of
sure
that
‘
the
key
which
lodes
up
the
keys
’
is
ears
that heard them ; to-night, the peace, the querulous and unkind things—arraigns her ! patient. La<ly Chauncey promises to watch and
ment.
held there by tho projection of the hips, which
friend
Miss
Atkinson’s
judgment—and
hints,
|
listen,
and if she finds that others’ convictions
‘ M at,’ says she, ‘ there’s a strange cat in the prevents them from falling until the same posi safe, and the old cook will ntt be likely to get Sir Walter Cheuncey, her nephew, visiting the charity, the forgiveness asked for, seemed
that ‘ a companion to s u it’ muse he a skilful . with regard to this man and woman be truthful,
cabin.’
tion is again assumed. Their boots ate double, a little extra jam, or Beech, the thirty years manor previous to his re-embarkation for India, couched in other words, and have a significance
they
shall
a t once be dismissied?
needle-woman.
W
ith
incredible
patience
and
* Cast her out tliin, an ’ don't be botherin ’ me so that they may by being taken apart be more bntler, a little arrow-root or other delicacy for Miss Atkinson briefly informs the housekeeper they never had before.
Jan et makes no reply ; but her looks plainly
When she had risen, Jan et awaits her lady sweetness, Jan et hears this, and replies not, be
about the baste.
easily dried. This is necessary, since the skins his sick dame—the pair lpave the hall by a door that the young lady present, Miss Janet Goryond assuring her mistress th a t a few days show that her opinions coincide with those of
‘ Faix, an’ I ’ve been strivin’ to do that same intercept the perspiration Irom the foot, and in one of the ivied gables, and pursue their way dou, is the companion selected for Lady Chaun ship's commands.
‘ As you read well, 1 shall expect you to read practice will add to her proficiency, and that Sir W alter.
for the matther of tin minitspast, but she's jist when night comes are always very moist. The along the mile long avenue uf magnificent old cey.
‘ Under much which is cold and haughty, and
not through want of diligence or care she will
•
1
hope,
ma’am
?
says
Tidd,
with
affected
chestnut
trees
to
the
village—vhence
they
were
prayers
in
my
room
every
morning
at
eight
beyant me rache, beliint the big rid chist in the upper portion of the body is covered, first, with
corner. \\ ill yez be afther helpin’ me todluive the usual garment, generally unadorned by la t j take a coach to St. Albans, and thence by humility, ‘ that the young person is clever in o'clock. A t nine I breakfast, at which you fail Thus the weary morning passes by, be sometimes irritable and exacting, Lady Chaun
cey
hides a really noble nature ; which will be
hind
the
dull
screen,
and
amid
the
intricacies
of
worsted
work
and—’
railway
to
London.
will
assist;
after
that
I
walk
on
the
southern
her out Mat ?’
ces. Over this is a tightly fitting seal skin
certain to do you justice, if you be b u t truthful
1 1 have attended to the qualifications required terrace, and then return to reading and needle rose leaves unlike those of nature.
Any hearts but theirs woult be alive to the
*To be sure I will, bad luck to the eonsate jacket, and the outer habihnent is a loose jarah
to
her,
for already she more than likes you?
At
noon
my
lady
lunches
;
and
after
assisting
she has for me house; show her to me. Bibby, of calico, with a loose ruff of dog’s fur around enchanting beauty of the morning—to the rus by my friend, Lady Chauncey? interrupted the work. Now, as I dare say, you are tired, you
‘ I too, regard her ladyship, Sir W alter ; and
her, Janet adjourns to dinner, and to the second
till I tache her the rispict that's due a man in the throat. Underneath, a white neckerchief tic loveliness of the scene around—to the se- ;entlewoman, ‘ and they are fully possessed by may retire—good night?
I
will
be
truthful to her—even as I was to my
dose
of
Tidd
and
Tip
pin’s
enquiries.
Between
Janet has a question to ask her, and she
bis own house—to be takin' possission widout is tied closely around the threat, This is put questered stillness of old paths md gladas which j Miss Gordon. Your sole duty is now to attend
two and four my lady has a siesta, and after own father.’
thinks it will he best for her to do so at once.
as much as by yer lave, the thafe o’ the world !’ on in bandage form, and suggests influenza or steal out here and there. But they are dead her to Chauncey Manor?
‘ I believe you ; and now 1 have another favor
Thus rebuffed, Miss Tidd doggedly retires,
‘ I am an early riser, madam. You will uot th at receives such visitors as may call—and
Now Mat had a special antipathy for eats, bronchitis so forcibly ns to bo almost painful to and blind and deaf to all they ste and hear, and
to ask.’
and never let pass an opportunity to kill one. tfie sight. However, you soon get over this proceed onward moodily, talkin’ of * mv lady ’ mentally resolving, however, to have due com object 1 presume, to my enjoying my time bo- these hours are happily Jan et’s. She takes
He takes her hand, which she would withdraw
some books and refairs to the terrace-seat^hc
pensation
not
only
from
the
‘
companion?
but
and
her
affairs,
and
of
the
•
£»lly
of
an
old
fore
eight
o’clock
in
exercise
or
other
d
u
ty
.’
This he resolved to do in the present case, and | feeliilg, and learn to dwell with delight upon
‘ By no means. You look pale and delicate ; has fixed upon as her favoaite one ; hut this af- j —but it is retained by a grasp of iron,
instantly formed a plan for the purpose. Per-, ! their magnolian features and the pagoda of hair woman like her taking a younj girl as com when Miss Atkinson Biiull aguin herself visit
( huuncey Manor. And Tidd has consoling vis and, as this is summer weather, get all the aid teruoon she cannot read, her heart is sore o p -' ‘ You must write to me. Though for years
ceiving but one mode of egress, for the animal, • which crowns their low foreheads. The con- panion?
‘ I ’m sure, Tippins? says Mbs Tidd, ‘ that ions of darned sheets, scentless soup, a scanty you can. The park and grounds are considered pressed, and finds its vent in tears. Her life is j what you suy may be little more than what
he says to Biddy—
i slant practice of combing the Jiair straight back
*Have yez iver a male bag in the house, me I renders the temples bald while they are yet though I ain 't edicuted, I read quite well enough supply of towels, and other desagranenl best to be amongst the loveliest in Hertfordshire. new and strange—those around her are either 1laidy Chauncey dictates, still you can so mould
so cold and haughty, so coarse and familiar— ; it, or add parentheses, as will enable me to
darlint ?'
i young—a warning to those who have adopted for her. To be sure I sometimes put i^ b in known to housekeepers. Again descending, the The gardener shall have my personal order to th a t she thinks of Archie and Susan with great gather much. If this power to dictate ceases—
‘ Divil a wan is there, Mat. Yez tuk it to the i the Chinese style of dressing the hair. Music when I shouldn't and leave or one when I housekeeper awaits Miss Gordon, who presently giv® you every privilege?
er love than she ever thought before ; but bye- which with age it may—write me your own free
comes
down.
oughtn’t,
and
didn’t
spell
well,
as
she
said—
Jan
et
now
retires.
She
likes
her
new
mis
mill wid yez to bring home chips wid, this is a great favorite among the Esquimaux—the
‘ Mr. Tippens; the steward', and I can’t be tress much better than she expected she should. the-bye, this very strength of her love for them natural letters, as to what goes on. They will
mornin’. ’
! men being most of them performers upon the but 1 got on well enough for all that—threaded
consoles
her ; for their sakes she must endure be much to me so far away. Recollect, I ask
attending
you
all
day,”
she
says,
thus
making
her
needles
for
her
endlesss
hunnrnm
worsted
Under
a
cold,
proud
exterior,
with
many
per
‘ Faix,Jan’ I did, and there it is yet thin.— violin, aud possessing a ready ear, a retentive
o f you nothing which is surreptitious or dis
Well, have yez nothing at all in the house that i memory, and considerable natural taste in the work, and did just everything sh:d, whimsical her first address to ‘ the companion? We hive verted, bigoted, and selfish notions, she per and striv e; and presently she is struck with the honorable ; only it will be of moment to me, to
idea
of
how
much good there is in the path be
will tie up like a bag, Biddy’’
I production of their melodies. You will not find and tiresome as she is. But hovsomever, she important business to transact—and our time’s ceives there is much which is sterling, and she fore her—how happy is her lot in thus bcin know if matters are carried on wisely and with
precious?
shall
soon
be
wearied
of
a
‘
compinion?
or
my
resolves
to
bear
and
forbear.
‘ Troth, an ’ I have, M a t; there’s me Sunday 1them averse to dancing, if you distribute two
‘ I should be Borry to incouvenionce you? said
The tug of war will, she perceives, b.e with cast amidst these sweet country scenes, com- !effect.’
petticoat—ye can dhraw the strings close at the or three bottlqg of whiskey. They are very apt name ain ’t Matilda Tidd?
1 I will try to oblige you, sir, as far as may
* That’ll be the only w av? rejohed Tippins, the sweet voice which had copsoled clumsy Su Tidd, and she determines to let silence be an pared to what it would have been in some dull
top, an’ sure it will do betther nor lettin’ the ! a t learning new dances, and a waltz which was
city street, ano shut up with noisy children. be consistent w ith my duty and your sta
cat be lavin’ves.’
Jtaught them by ono of Lieut. Dellaven's expe as he brushed his mulberry nose sagaciously, san. ‘ Indeed, I should, like a rather louger effective weapon in the contest.
tio
n .’
This
growth
towards
patience
and
self-content
I t begins without loss of time. Lady Chaun
Biddy darlint, yez a jewel to be tbinkin’ o’ dition was found by him, live years after, to be ‘ or you don’t know what may be:oine of it.— time lor preparation ; for—'
Again there is a pause ; and again that little
‘ O h !’ interrupts Tidd, ‘ wo can’t be waiting [cey having received Jan et so kindly, Tidd. to is wound up by the appearance of Mr. Mellow,
that same; be afther bringin’ it to me.’
very common and remarkably well performed. she's a perverse old woman whenshe takes it
hand
is grasped still more firmly.
bearing
a
small
basket
of
hot-house
strawberries
Biddy brought the garment, and when the In the lower settlements in Greenland you will in her head, as we’ve reason to mow better other people s inconveniences. I f you come at make the counter balance, orders in the priest
‘ W hat is your Christian name ? Lady Chaun
than most folks? Then, after a piuse,—‘ Ay, all, you must come to-day—for my lady expects | scraps of meat from the kitchen, says she is too which he presents, when he has looked carefully
strings were drawn elose, it made a very good be invited to a ball almost every night.
cey
told
me, bus I forget?
up and down the terrace.
substitute for the meal bag, and M at declared it
Among the northern tribes soins of their it is monstrous vexatious, ju st ui the hit in you. So be a t the station.’ Tid stays hero, ' tired herself to eat, and, when this supper is
, Janet, sir?
Visitors gone, Lady Chauncey walks upon
• 1over, bids the young girl go to bed with the air
was ‘ illegant.'
customs are most inhuman. A t Cape Alex the funds is getting up to such anice figure, and appeals to mulbury nose.
‘ W hat night is th ia !'
‘ Six o’clock? bays Tippins, * or rather— ’ ■of a slave driver. Janet finds the room—little tho terrace; then she is elaborately bedizened ;
So holding it close against the edge of the ander, in 7 8 ° ’ 20 seoonds north, there are ah’t and our tackle for the Chauncey irm s almost
‘ The last of June, sir.’
chest, he touk a look behind aud saw a pair of thirty Esquimaux living in seven families.— nigh took. But you must munaje her, my Here the keeper of manorial accounts draws ' more than a closet—as such it has hitherto been and at seven dines. Alter that a nap again— ’7 1 Well, on the anniversary of this night, in
at
nine,
tea,
which
Janet
makes
and
assists
her
Tidd
aside
and
whispers.
‘
One
might
just
dear.
You’re
an
uncommon
sagaeiius
woman,
used—with
a
sloping
roof,
and
small
windows
bright eyes glaring a t him.
One of these consisted of a young man and wo
long years to come—if heaven spare both of us
* An’ is it there ye are, ye devil! Be out o’ man who had two children, the youngest of and much don’t stand amiss to yoi when you call for her, and see her place; it may turn up ■looking dismally forth on the leads of a gable. with.
‘ Canyou play or sing?’ she asks abruptly. —I will show you th at I can remember a prom
in the tackle, you know?
A stump bedstead, a dark counterpane,ka crack
that, now ; bad luck to all yer kin. ye tbavin' which was weak and sickly; so they made a likes?
Tidd thinks this a bright idea ; so she says ed looking-glass, a minute chest of drawers of Either is au accomplishment I did not, ask for : ise, and be grateful. Till then, keep this—tho’
Here Mr. Tippins feels particulmly thirsty,
vagabone ye. Bedad, an' ye won’t leave me grave and laid the child in it and cohered her
secretly from others. You have heard of the
house thin at all wid perlite axin ! Yer silf with a stone. This is the way in which they and would like to have the Sherry uncorked and they will call for the young person— and then remote age. and ono chair, constitute the deco-1 hot it they are yours, I shall be glad,
rations of this dog-hole, for such it really is : I’he young girl confessed th at she both plays romances of human life; this will he one? As
aske
her address?
tasted—but
he
is
conscious
of
Miss
Tidd’s
icy
will bates a pig’s intirely. Biddy, have yez get rid of the aged and feeble. But whatever
• I t will be out of your way, I fear, for 1 live compared to anv other sleeping chamber in • and sings a little. Going to the piano, she he speaks, he places a ring in her hand—presses
aDy hot wather in the house !’
»
may be their failings, from religion or from cus humor and refrains.
................
Ju st at this juncture they met a little village a t------street, Hackney. But if you will come Cimuncey Hall. —
Yet, with
all her extreme sings some simple ballads—quaint old things— it within her finger—shakes the ashes from bis
‘ Y:s I've a plinty, M a t; the tay kettle’s full tom, except in the most northerly portiun of
that she fancies my lady will love ; and when cigar—rises, and is gone.
uv it .’
«
»
»
•
•
«
*
Greenland, “ free love ” finds no favor witli the child going with a pitcher towards the hall — by five o’clock, I should be glad, as I need go quietude of character, and her youth, Janet is ended she comes back softly to her seat. I t is
‘ Be afther castin" the matther of a quart thin Esquimaux women. When married they are She drops a courtesy of great humility, but is round by tbe city, to bid my young brothergood quick in perception and judgment, and reads
As months go on, it is plain to see that my
bye ; he is in a merchant's counting-house, aud things aright—the act is Tidd’s and not one then time for prayers ; they are again read, and
bahint the chist, till I say how the shay divil true to their husbands, and unmarried, they are not suffered to pass on.
ledv
is
keeping
observant
waten
upon
the
house
arising from ray lady's orders; and slie prays she prepares to assist my lady to her chamber.
‘ W hat are you going up to the reuse for. cannot leave so early.”
likes i t . ’
i true to themselves. They cherish the memory
As yut, Lady Chauncey has said nothing a- keeper and steward. She does this herself, for
A dry assent is given, and Janet and Susan that night for strength to endure.
Ilould im doss, M a t; here goes the w ath I of their friends. One of the officers of Lieut, child?’
she is too honorable to make Jan et—whom she
depart.
Tippins
and
Tidd
then
repair
to
a
She is up betimes in the morning, for, though bout J a n e t’s songs ; hut now, as the young girl
‘
Some
buttermilk,
ma’am
?
e r .’
i Dellagen’s expedition was greeted on his return
would
assist her Irom the chair, she lays her now loves 60 well—either a spy or a tale-bearer.
neighboring coffee-house to luuch off the fowl Tidd has had the ability to shut out the sight
‘ There is noue?
Dash went the water, and out jumped the | to Lievely in the expedition of Hartstein by
But 9he often asks questions and makes strange
‘ Please, ma’am, dairymaid said ther’d be and Sherry —to order a 'u x u riu s dinner^at a of the grand old woods and glistening pools hand tenderly on her head— her first familiar
animal into M at's trap.
1the gentle Sophie Brohurg, with a kiss and a
requests. One day, when Tidd is gone to St.
certain West End hotel, where they are 'in ti whicli lie around, it has not been hers to shut ity—and say s;
* A rrab, be the howly poker. I have ’im in, rapturous exclamation of delight. He brought plenty this morning?
1 Go on thus, my child, and*you will bean in Albans, she desires to see Jan et’s bed chamher,
* I say there is none. I ’m Mise I'idd, the mate with the head waiter—and to transact the out the sweet air of the summer morning, or
Biddy.' says Mat, drawing close the folds of ' lioine a photograph ot her and her sister Marie,
and will be led th ith er; she seems amazed but
the garment ; ’now, bad cess to yez, ye thnfe, j who “ who has the fairest set of teeth in all housekeeper, and must surely know host. Go shopping, whose price is to be eked out of soap the cawing of the rooks in the rookery near ; expressible comfort to me?
These are golden words to Janet. Sho kneels says little. On another occasion, she asks J a 
sho goes down stairs, and so forth, by a little
it’s nine lives ye have, is i t ’ Be afther azin' Greenland,” and has been educated in Copen- back, I say, and my lady shall hear of your and sundries.
net why her yuung brother or the old servant
By five they reached Hackney, and find the postern door on to one of the fine old terraces. down, and, girl-like, bursts into tears,
me forgiveness for the tbavin’ ye have bin do ■hagen. The photograph is faint, lor the sun impertinence?
I am very lonely, madam ; but your counte- never come to see her ? She is informed that
The child neads no second dismissal;—she little old-fashioned street the address has given. Early as it is, most of the servants and laborers
in’ in me house, for I'm thinkin' the nine lives I ir Greenland is weak, still it gives a good idea
her ‘ ludvship allows no followers.’ To this,
ye have won’t save ye now anyw ay. Biddy, i of their features and dress. Another officer glides back from their path, as a worm'from the There are yet glimpses about it of what Hack are ab o u t; the scent of hay-making in the park nance will make me forget it?
Lady Chauncey makes no reply, other than too, she says bfit little. New and then she
ney was in old days—remnants of fields arc to comes upon the wind ; aud the woodman can
saize hoult of the poker an' whin I ’ll shoulder I has a small daguerreotvpe of six of the Lievely foot that would crush it.
asks strange questions of her tenants, and their
by
another
pressure
of
her
hand,
hut
the
feeling
be
heard"at
work
in
the
copses.
From
terrace
be
seen—gardens
lie
behind—and
in
the
dis
1 That’s Dodd, the Thatcher’s girj? says
the haythen y e'll bate the daylights out of 1belles.
result is the same. Fr?m these and other
’im.’
mulberry nose, * and i t ’s ju st like the mperti- tance Hackney Marshes look emerald in the sun. : to terrace she wanders, goes down the grassy in her heart is a richer one than Jan et suspects. things, it begins to he whispered that Tidd and
In a few days Sir W alter comes. The even
nence on ’em. Ever since the father got a A t a small, respectable looking house—that by I slopes, th a t lie between, and wonders at the
Mat threw the bundle over hie shoulder, and
Tippins’ reign is near its end. Nevertheless,
told Biddy to play • St P atrick’s day in the mor W ater-Melox J uice.—A correspondent of the fall from Jones’ barn, they think that one has the litter around, aud by the empty rooms, beauty and abundance of tbe flowers. She so ing he arrives Jan et spends in her chamber, and confident in their own position, the pair go
ning’’ on it. Biddy struck about three notes of Prane Parmer represents the following method nothing to do but to keep open a hoase for seoms as though a sale laid been effected within loves nature and its beautses, that tbe place employs it m writing to Archie and Susan. blindly onw ard; pufrloining here — pinching
a day or two—they find Miss Gordon. Susan seems fairy-fand. About the middle of a se Next morning my lady comes late into the there—and drawing round, as they think, their
th a t popular Irish air, and suddenly stopped, o f using water-melons :—I endeavor every year 'em ?
exclaiming—
Just so? replied Tidd, ‘ but I ain’t going to comes to the door with eyes more swollen than questered terrace, which leads into the wood silting- room ; indeed long after Janet had comto raise a good water-melon patch. They me
meneed her daily duty to'the graceless rosebuds, spider’s web for the Chauncey Arms. W ith
‘ M hat smillR so quare, M at’ I t ’s takin' me a healthy and delightful fruit I think, I culti let Martha curry favor for the buttermilk. It'll ■in the morning, and leads them into a room with land, is a rustic seat—it seems, by the moss aud
J
*
i
.. .
•
i
Xflocj ll n r f l n n f ’nc-vT in tA r fo r P n u t l i f t l a
nt*a
If Sir W alter comes whilst you are in the Miss Gordon they interfere but little. She has
brith away wid the power uv it. Och, mur- vate the icing variety: plant early in May, and help to get them two porkers into flesh, and so ! but scanty furniture in it, a small b^xor two, a lichens that cover it, to be but little frequented
long since ceased to take her meals in the house
chest foil of books, and a fine oil painting of a —aud. as it has such a quaint old-fashioned room, by no means leave the frame? saysmv la 
ther, M at, sure a n ’ ye haye the divil in the again towards the close of the month, so thai
dy, ‘ hut contiue a t your work, unless told by keeper’s room, and Tidd’s tales fall on deaf
sack.'
they may come in succession. When they com ■ The steward nods a complacent assent. At man. It is that of Janet’s father, you can see, look, is over-hung by trees, and shrouded in by
ears.
1 Bate the ould haythen, th in ; yes ’ill niver mence ripening, then we commence cutting, this bend of the avenue they met a woodman by the likeness to her. qnd by the clerical dress. brushwood, it pleases her extremely; and here me to retire, in which ease puss out by this
Two years go by, and to all outward appear
have a better chance". Bate the horns off ’im. and use them freely during hot weather. When going to his work. He touches his foreluck The man has borne a Scotch name, hut is not a ‘she resolves to bring her books and work, when door? and my lady points to one at the back of
ances things are the same. Letters come reg
her chair.
lather ’im, like blazes, me d a rlin t:’
the weather becomes cool, in September, we with great apparent humility—then pfods o n  Scotch face or, at least,ione that owes its b e s t: ever her leisure permits. I t will be as a room
ularly
from Sir W alter, and are replied to b y
Sir Walter does come i n ; day by day Janet
‘ Augh ! says Biddy, ‘ I ’m faintin' wid the haul a quantity of them to tho house, split ward. By and by he turns, looks after them. portion to the English type. By the tea tilings, I to her, formed by nature's hand. From this
Janet, under Lady Chaunceys dictation. A t
power uv ’im. Cast ’im off yez, M at.’
i them open, w ith a spoon, scrape out the pulps and shakes his head. Then he strikes into a j Jan et and Susan had jujt had tea, aud the for- sweet old place, she wanders down the park i t  hears a haughty masculine voice, hut never sees length there comes one, inquiring for £500,
self; it is lull uf line old trees and exquisitely either face or figure, nor can Sir W alter aee her
‘ Howly St. P ath e r! says Mat, throwing i into a cullender, and strain the water into ves - woodland path, and whistles as he goes. He is mer is ready dressed to go
‘ Good-bye, dear Susy, ' says the young girl, shaded puols of deep and crystal water, fringed - though he must seo her feet beneath the wblcll‘ ln tho uuurse uf business, ought to be
down the sack ; ‘ Biddy, the baste is a polecat! sels. We boil it in an iron vessel into syrup, guiltless of gathering corrupt riches, and so can
Lave the house o r yez ’ill be kilt intirely. Mur then put it in apples or peaches, like making feel delight in ths freshness of the morning, as she cleaves to her humble friend. ‘ You shall with sedges and waving rushes. Near a t hand Irame, aud her little hands as they glide to and transmitted. M ithout saying a word, or hinthear from me very often! So keep up your heart. the hay-makers are a t work, and where the fro with the needle. But she might bo a block >nK a suspicion. Lady Chauncey has her lawyer
ther and turf, how the haythen smills. Och. apple butter, and boil slowly until the fruit is clodhopper though he be.
At the lodge, just within the park gates, the I and Arche love you dearly, you know. Let sward has been left untouched, and cattle graze, j of spane for any apparent interest those present called in, and he quietly sets to trace the mat
Biddy Malony, a purty kittle o’ fish yez made well cooked ; then spice to taste, ard you have
of it, to be sure, to be mistakin’ that little divil something that most people will ptefcr to apple steward stops to grumble at an old man working uie know if you're haply iu tbe room you’ve the last cowslips of the season give forth their take in her. Their talk is usually of monetary- ter. This is done : and the sum is found snug
amicable iu kind.— ly invested in the Three per cent. Consols, in
for a barrumlesH cat.
butter, or any kind of preserves. Or the syrup in the little garden, and from thence preeeeding : taken, and how you get on with the work you scented breath. As she returns through the affairs, and this not always
they say, th a t:-Sir W a lte r,;
joint name of • Tidd and lippins.’ But
* M at, if yez convanient to the door, lie afther may be boiled without fruit, down to molasses, to the adjacent village, the pair make their | have been promised. Yqu and Archie shall both : garden, she meets Mr. Mellow, a kindlyr loosing ’It appears *from w ’hat‘ ‘L---------(.-.c
after
some
years
absence
in India, returned , there is yet a little more to do.
openin’ it, for I ’m narelv chocked wid ’im.— which will be found to he as fine as tho best way to the ‘ Chauncey Arms? the landlord come uud see me. Be sute and take care of that i ulil man, who is too politic and circumspect to
Oms day J » ue‘ 13 deslre5 ^ « t e to ^ c e r t^
Och, Biddy Maloney, bad luck to yez for leav sugar-house molasses. We have as much as giving them a kindly welcome—he being entire-1beloved portrait, and hil books ; and if I have wage war with Tidd and Tippins ; but hediko within the last year to assume his title to the
in’ ould Ireland, to be murthered in this way. ten gallons of the apple butter, if I may so call ly innocent of ‘ the tackle ’ already referred to. a room that I can pnt Ipem in, you shall send them not. He is glad of this opportunity of baronotcy of Chauncey, which became his upon upholsterers in town, to send men foithwith to
speaking to and making his judgment on the the death of an uncle, brother to Lady Chaun decorate and furnish a sitting-room and bed
I ’m elane k ilt intirely—take me out o ’ th is ! ’ I it, and molasses, which has kept in a fine condi The coach arrives—Mist Tidd gets within—Mr. them?
Tidd must have her qiy here. It ishor voca new spirit which may, or may not reign at cey’s deceased husband, and-to the young man’s room at Chauncey Manor.
Tippins mounts the box—.and, al it passes
Mat drew her out doors and then broke for tion until May.”
‘ Bless me? says Tidd to her mistress, as
through the village, great is the gosllp concern- tion to pour wormwood into every honeyed cup. Chnuhcey M anor; he tells her of my lady’s deceased father. Having led a dissipated life in
the pump like a qnarter-horse closely followed
‘ My lady allows no [followers, and as your commands on the previous night, and then India, he has come home needy, and will return soon as she hears this, ‘ why is your ladyship
by Biddy,
the steward and housekeeper's minion. I t is
going
to have such a needless and expensive job
T he T rotter O h -trotteo.—*• Do yon keep known that they will bring home this even room will be small, lumber will not be permit shows her his green-houses and hot-houses with j so but fur Lady Chauncey’s a id ; for though
. ‘ Shure, that little villiain bates the divil in
Oh, yes ing ‘ my lady’s com panion’ and sime, sigh ted?
_
'
groat pride . He gathers her some flowers— : large estates are tied up with the baronetcy, done F
tirely ; he’s ruined me house, an ’ kilt Biddy, matches. ” asked a wag. of a retailer
* For a purpose too long neglected, Mrs.
No answer is given, though the incredibly some magnificent
ificent roses amongst the rest—and their last possessor greatly neglected then^, and
a n ’ put me out o’ eonsate wid mesilf for a all kinds, was the reply. “ Well, then, I'll ing, say—*Poor th in g !’ and othersLhake their
Tidd?
wanton insult sinks dedp: and deeper falls J a n  then she takes
■ ,her i_
_ as it is time she
, should
i , i a jarge sum is needed for their improvement
leave,
month to come. Ocb, the desaivin vagabone, take a trotting match. ” The retailer immedi heaps.
‘ You are short enough? grumbles T id ,1nowet’s
tears
os
she
followitlunkeyism
to
the
cab.
return.
The
old
man
likes
her
bright
grey
Young
Sir
W
alter
wants
this
to
proceed
di
bud luck to ’im,’ and i l a t ra n g e d bis head in ately handed him a box of Brandreth's pills.
An hour’s ride by the picturesque
I t is driven to B a rtjn h Laue, in the city.— eyes and kindly voice, God fclesses her in his her forthcoming absence, and tbe tug of v
worthy of leafy Hertfordshire, bri
to the horse-trough up to h ‘
ere in one of the if>st princely of the city heart, wishes her patience to ln d u re, and finds,. tween him and his aunt seems not
‘ Get out 0’ that,
<1 aT»' '•jsoni SAtoj.id th at your boy St. Alhans. By noon Tidd and Tij
‘
ite two furl
s Ja n e t haB an on brother, a hoy of thir- soon after, an o p p ortunity
proceeding to the account of money, Jauttlut
“ ^vn, and a short while after at
Biddy wjokunde.,
_wapwBf
m linm in so m uch’j
alights, uniques up into one of the village, to annouuoe to .
Jord and others j ward may liav
baste?
who sunplied the
rte d ofl^s, unfollowed hv Tidd his oniniou,
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L A T E ST
N EW S
made it incumbent on ma to appeal to the good
grown sick of it, my dear,’ she say#, ‘ since I
in disproving it, nor in discovering any thing in
N E W n A B ’S
faith of our citizens to abstain from unlawful
•aw bow it wearied you, and since you have en
na ture inconsistent with it.
New Year’s was quite a . gala day with most ‘ =
intervention in its affairs, and to adopt preven
tertained ms by reading such very charming
B y T e le g ra p h .
Some of the skeptical philosophers of the last of our people, Tha day 'itself was bright and
T he P resident’s Message, was delivered to tive measures to the same end, which on a simi
books. And now, bow long have you been here?
We have by telegraph, the result of the bal
century,
went
so
far
in
their
infidel
fanaticism
and bow many times have you seen Susan and
the Senate on Monday a thing entirely unlaoked lar occasion had the best results in reassuring
suony, the sleighing was excellent, which
T h u r s d a y E v e n in g , J a n . 3 , 1 8 5 6 .
your brother ?
as to trace the human species to the ape, and kept our streets filled with sleighs and teams, loting for Speaker as late as Wednesday, the for, since the House was not organized. Tho the peace of the Mexican States of Sonora and
• I bare been here je st two y e a rs: and in this
Lower California.
2d inst. There was still no choice. The first
imagined all the higher orders of animals to and the jingle of sleigh bells reminded one of the
R e v . M r . S k in n e r ’s L e c tu r e .
President, in a message to the Senate, stated
time I have, through your kindness, madam,
and second ballot stood as follows:
TREATIES.
that his convictions of duty would not permit
been three times to see Archie and Susan.’
The Lecture by Rev. Mr. Skinner was deliv be a developement of lower and inferior organ good old days whentileigh rides were not the ra r
Since the last session of Congress, a treaty of
F irst.—Banks 103, Richardson 73, Fuller 32,
* Write and ask leave for Archie for a week, ered before the “ Rockland Literary Associ izations. But this idle notion is negatived by ity that they now are on this coast where the
him longer to delay giving to Congress informa amity, commerce and navigation, and for the
and bid him to be here next Saturday morning.
the unanimous consent of all naturalists.— most of our 6now falls, terminate in rain storms. Pennington 6, scattering 5.
tion on the State of the Union, and recommend surrender of lugitive criminals, with the King
S id Susan likewise to give up her room, pack ation ” on Thursday evening last, according to
S econd —Banks 101, Richardson 72, Fuller
ing such measures as lie judged necessary or dom of the Two Sicilies ; a treaty of friendship,
up the books and picture you bave told me of, announcement. The subject of the lecture was “ The immutability of species ia a primordial In the afternoon the Military were out. We
will first mention thB new Rifle Company, whose ; jd ’ P enninSto^ b ^ w a tte r i n g ^
and, bringing them with her come with your “ The Unity of the Human Race.” We regret law of nature,” says Mrs. Somerville in her
expedient and he therefore sent in the Message commerce and navigation with Nicaragua ; and
a convention of commercial reciprocity with the
brother here ; for I dare say I shall find a place
to the two Houses. The Senate accepted the Hawaiain Kingdom, bave been negotiated. The
Physical Geography. Dr. Hitchcock says—“ As organization we annouced a few weeks ago, and
th
a
t
a
largor
audience
were
not
present
to
hear
for one who has been 60 very good to you.—
For Ute Rockland Gazette.
address, but the House refused to do so and the latter Kingdom and the State of Nicaraugua
to
the
transmutation
of
speoics.
geology
has
of
which
Capt.
Jos.
Farwell
is
Commander.
It
it.
In
being
absent
they
lost
one
of
the
best
Now give me no thanks, and be silont on this
•T H E
B O Y
S L E E T
whole subject was laid on the table. We pre have also acceeded to a declaration recognizing
point.’
lectures ever delivered in Rockland. There are shown that i t never has taken place, while was the first time our citizens had seen them in
as international rights the principles contained
On the night previous to Archie and Susan's fow, even of those who make lecturing more ol physiology demonstrates, th at species are per their new uniform. It is a good company, with The little Boy Sleet waa a beautiful boy,
sent an abstract, only, of the Message, as com in the convention between the United States
His bands foil of gems without any alloy j
arrival, the servants are much to tbeir surprise,
manent and can never be transm uted.”
municated
by
Telegraph
to
eastern
papers.
A
t
a
good
looking
uniform,
composed
of
good
fel
and Russia of the 22d of Ju ly , 1854. These
He
came
front
the
snow
world
far
faraw
ay,
bidden to assemble after prayers in the chap a profession than does Mr. S., who could take
“ The bee,” says Cardinal Wiseman, .“ haF lows and under the command of excellent offi To scatter Ilia crystals by night and by day -,
the present writing, (Wednesday) the whole treaties and conventions will be laid before the
lain’s room : going there, they see Lady Chaun a subject embracing so wide a field, and requir
The
months
of
the
year
had
alltled
and
gone,
.
Message is not received, but will reach us to Senate for ratification.
cey, her confidential lawyer, several of the ten ing so much labor in its preparation for a public been striving without intermission in the art ol cers. They certainly appear as much 1at home,
The chirp of the snow-bird was saden’d and lone ;
NAVT.
ants, and Miss Gordon.
morrow morning.
making
its
sweet
confection
since
thfl
days
o'
;n
the
street
as
if
they
had
been
years
under
the
lecture, and condense it so successfully, and do
The sun’s o f December were ftw aud so pale,
‘ T.dd,’ Bays her ladyship, when all are there,
The report of the Secretary of the Navy, here
Aristotle; the ant has been constructing its lab training of their eSeient Captain Their uni When-the Sleet Boy came o’er llll-tops and dale,
‘ your first duty is to attend Miss Gordon to her it the justice that Mr. S. did. It was' both in
with submitted, exhibits in full the naval opera
Tne President commences by giving a history tions of the past year, together with the present
new rooms—rooms, I am sorry to say, from structive and highly interesting. It showed yrinths since Solomon recommended its exam forms—grey dress ctats and pantaloons trimmed Not n vaetage of spring-time w it to be seen,
of Central American affairs in particular. He condition of the service; and it makes sugges
which she has been detained too long ; when you careful and extensive research—was expresses ple : but from the time they were described by with black—are highly becoming. The com Its gurgling brooklets, Ils leaflets so green,
Fruition had crowned its prombe so fair,
also refers to the recent troubles in Kansas, and tions of further legislation, to which your atten
have done this, return.’
the philosopher and the sage to the researches pany is degtioed to Uke rank among the first in And hopes it had awnkened had faded to air.
says her people must be protected in the exercise tion is invited. The construction of the six
The menial, conscious th a t her game is up, in plain and easy English, and delivered in that of the Hubers, they have not acquired a new
Then m a m a with perfume of lily and rose
the
Stat6,
we
have
the
best
of
reasons
for
be
of their rights and will not permit interference team frigates for whieh appropriations were
doggedly obeys—and would not return, but that modest, graceful style which characterizes all
The cimrms of their fragrance cease to dispose,
perception,
or
a
new
organ
for
these
purposes.”
on the part of the people of other States, and made by the last Congress, has proceeded in the
lieving.
■he is followed and compelled.
Mr. Skinner's public speaking.
And
Autumn
in
purple
and
scarlet
array
commends the subject to the early'attention of most satisfactory manner, and with such expe
Egypt has preserved a museum of natural his
‘ Now.’ says the aged lady, when all are
At about four o'clock by invitation of Mr. Speed Quickly the hours of itsliltle day.
We present an outline, brief as the subject
Congress. He eulogizes popular sovereignty, dition as to w arrant the belief that they will be
agoin assembled, ‘ it is my pleasure and will
tory, in its pictures and mummies, which pre Dennis, the newly initidled and generous land Its corn-colored leaves fell ftom the trees
gives a history of the formation of the Union, and eady for service early in the coming spring.
th a t the man and woman calling themselves mv will permit, of the lecture, for the benefit o
sent
every
species
of
animals,
and
represent
the
And
left
them
all
naked,
the
4>orl
of
the
breeze
;
expatiates on Slave rights with particular refer
lord
of
the
Thorndike
Hotel,
the
Company
went
steward and housekeeper, depart from my house such of our readers as did not hear it.
Important as this addition to our naval force
ence to slavery und the Fugitive Slave law. The is, it still remains inadequate to the contingent
Then
winter,stern
winter,
nipre
pitiless
still,
manners
and
customs
of
people
after
3000
yearin and took refreshments.
in the morning—never again to re-enter. To
The proposition which the lecturer under
President regards the agitation of slavery as exigencies of the protection of the extensive sea
In whirlwind aud tempest swept over the hill,
night they will not be suffered to go, nor in the
perfectly unchanged. And, still, notwithstand
We
must
not
omit
tho
mention
of
another
dangerous to the durability of the Union, and coast and vast commercial interests of the United
The earth was all sere, the streams ceased to run,
morning, till their effects are searched by the took to illustrate and establish, was th a t the ng all the striving after new resources and new
utili'arv company—uider what name we know And chary of time was that llggard the sun.
regrets to see the States disregard their consti States. In view of this fact, and of the ac
police who are in attendance. For years, while human race is one, descended from one humat>
tutional obligations and refuse to obey the laws knowledged Wisdom of the policy of a gradual
.towers,
not
the
sprouting
of
a
new
limb,
not
The
angel
of
moss
in
pity
drew
near
not, or under whose command, wo did not
e iting my bread, they have been defrauding m e; pair, as related ,jn the old Mosaic narrative ;
of Congress. He denies that the south has ob md systematic increase of the Navy, an appro
To
cover
up
scralchea
and
(Claris
here
and
there,
the
opening
of
a
single
new
channel
of
perceq.
for years they have been robbing the lips of the
learn--hut a real, live military company not
and
he
brought
forward
a
great
variety
of
fact:
tained udvantage over the north in ,th e federal priation is recommended for the construction of
And cast her green veil o’er rock and o’er mound.
poor, whom 1 supposed I was befriending ! for.
[ion begins, as yet, to give us hope, after many withstanding, which attracted much attention
government, and proceeds to refer to tho ordin ho six steam sloops-of-war.
Still dearth aud disorder were spread all around,
years they have iteen lying away good names. and arguments which tend to account for th t thousands of years we shall yet reach a higher
by
its
march
through
our
streets
in
the
after
ance of 1787 ano the acquisition of Louisiana,
But the Sleet Boy came willi gems in his baud,
My lawyer, my chaplain and thg police will a t great diversities of color, feature, character anc
In regard to the steps taken in execution of
Hep in the progressive scale of iinproyentwiS. nooD. The members were hardly in ‘ uniform’ Aud strewed them all o’er |he sere and diear laud.
and illustrates the balance of power between the act of Congress to promote the efficiency of
tend to the rest. Further words troin me they condition which are found to prevail iu the hu
freedom and slavery. He comes down to the the Navy, it is unnecessary for me to say more
have none.
or recede somewhat farther from the chattering for we saw no two suits alike, but were dressed ' Not a shrub oc a lree but ',cre richly endo"'e<1i
annexation of Texas, the repeal of the Missouri than to express entire concurrence in the obserWith this the lady bows and slowly goes.— man family. He remarked th at in so broad a ape!” A good anecdote is told of Dr. Johnson in a style which bespoke a proper reverence for Not a leaf or a blade but with pearls were embrowed,
Compromise and argues that the south has got ations on th at subject presented by the Secre
Till they glitter’d and srolkeled and laughed outright,
In the morning, the Tid and Tippins’ effects field, nothing like a thorough, systematic treat
no mure than belongs to her. He gives an elab tary in his report.
When
Lord
Monboddo
put
forth
the
outrageous
the heroes of ’ 7G. From their dress one would In their costume of brllliarts, how splendcd the sight.
are examined, und so wonderfuljy are they meat of the various questions involved in th.
orate defence of the jiflncipies of the Nebraska
No
monarch
of
earth
co-jjl
be
crowned
with
such
gems
notion that men were originally apes, hut had say at once they were the most patriotic, com.
reduced in bulk as to be compressible in a very
,
POST office.
bill, and indignantly denies th a t it is a breach 01
email box. They then depart through the iittle leading theme , could be expected; ail he could worn off the caudal appendage by the habit of puny‘ out!’—In the evening and we might say As rested on temples aud tie smallest of stems.
It will be perceived by the report of the Post
faith.
The
sun
lent
his
rose
tin
ito
th
e
Boy
Sleet,
postern door ; and minus, this time, of appe hope, or attem pt to do, would be to throw ou
sitting in chairs, and Rousseau put forth some during the night, the grand military and civic And quick ftom the tree B the pave ou the street
The President refers to grave questions pend master General that the gross expenditure of
tizing grapes, well roasted chicken and delicate eotne facts and hints, gathered from a greu'
ing with some powers, the most important ol he Department for the last fiscal year was §9,
other equally exalted views of man's origin, Dr Ball was held a t Granite Hall. The number He painted a rose hue so Pushing and fair
Sherry.
variety of sources, on the unity of the liumat
which
is that with Great Britain, arising out ol 908, 342, and the gross receipts $7,342,136—
The
breath
of
its
fragrance
seemed
lingering
there.
Johnson remarked th at Rousseau wrote so well in attendance was very large as we learn and the
As they go down the avenue, they meet J a 
the Nicaragua question. It was the under making an excess of expenditure over receipts
n et’s ‘ lollowers
and in a cart a little fur race, and in explanafion of the known diversitiet he probably knew that he was writing nonsense; occasion decidedly a pleasant one to all partic Then a breeze from the Konh in zephyr wings came
standing
with the United States in makin, of $2,626,206 ; that the cost of mail transpor
And
fanned
the
si
iff
branches
into
a
flame,
ther on, they see a picture case, and a chest of thu tribes and nations of the earth. Of course
treaty, all the present states of the former Cen tation during th at year was §674,952 greater
containing books, which, in their day of law, in giving an outline of the argument of a lecture but lie was afraid Monboddo did not know that ipating. I t was a joyful and hearty greeting to With a flatterer's tale of their rich display
tral
American
Republic would thenceforth onjoy than the previous year.
Of Jewels and getns in tleir regal array
he was writing nonsense.
were not permissible of ingress to Chauncey
the ‘ glad New Year.’
Much of the heavy expenditures to which the
complete independence. Also that contracting
of more than an hour in length, we must b<
’Till they jostled aud tottled aud down to the ground
Manor.
3. In accounting for diversity of color, fea
parties engaged equally and to some extent fur Treasury is thus subjected is to be ascribed to
Game a crash of their gitter with a hop and a bound,
Tout night the ancient lady comes up to see very brief, and pass lightly over many interesting tures, shape, &c , <kc., it is sufe to assume that
the large quantity of printed matter conveyed by
the
present
and
future,
th
at
if
either
of
them
T
h
e
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e
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r
e
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r
g
a
n
iz
e
d
.
In
a
rustic
like
music
tltit
fell
on
the
ear
the picture hung—the books set forth.
points.
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bad any claim or right in Central America, such the mails, either franked or liable to no postage
there are natural causes in operation adequate
By telegraph from Augusta this ( Thursday) In a cadence of joy quits pleasant to hear,
That night the daughter prays before that no
But the subject is one of deep and universal co produce them w ithin the historic period as
claim was unreservedly relinquished, the stipu by law, or to very low rates of postage com
•
ble picture for newer faith, newer truth, newer
morning, we learn that the Legislature was Aud leaving a>picture sc full and complete
lations of the Convention being that no domin pared with that charged on letters, and to the
,
.
,
~
,
r
|
Of
rapturous
beauty,
H
ere
vain
tocompete
interest.
No
person
can
fail
to
be
struck
witl
love ; and that peace may still wait upon her
signed by Muses. Heat, we know, does tend duly organized on Wednesday the first day of! w
ion thereafter would be exercised in any part ol great cost of mail service on railroads and by
ilh an artist so great as the little Boy Sleet.
footsteps.
the different aspects cf the North American to produce a dark complexion. In Guinea, the
Central America by Great Britain or the United icean steamers. The suggestions of the Post
the
session.
The
following
is
the
resu
lt:
Last of all she recollects th a t this is her sec Ind an, the sooty African, the yellow Asiatic,
Rockland,
Dec.
27,
1855.
States. This government consented to these master General on the subject deserve the confowls and dogs are as black as the inhabitants. 9 H ouse.—J . Little, Portland, Speuke-; David
ond happy June at Chauncey—will there be a
restrictions in regard to a region of country adcration of Congress.
the
lair
Caucasian,
and
other
intermediate
and
third as li&ppv?
Changes in the texture of the hair are wrought Dunn, Poland, Clerk; William L. B. Putman,
wherein we bad specific and peculiar interests
INTERIOR,
•
*
•
•
*
less marked varieties of the human species.- by intense scorching heat. Sheep transported
L u n g D is e a s e s —D r. H u n t e r .
Bath, Assistant Clerk; Samuel Chadboume, Ox
only upon the conviction th a t like restrictions
The report of the S ecretary'of the Interior
Time steals on. W ith it Lady Chauncey Then the number of different languages and di
Our readers have, doubtless, all read the se were in same sense obligatory on the government
to
the
West
Indies
lose
their
wool
and
become
ford,
Messenger:
Rev.
W
.
Armitage,
Augusta,
falls into decrepitude and great decay ; though alects spuken on the face of the earth is im
will engage your attention, as well (or the use
ries of interesting letters by Dr. Robert H unter, of Great Britain. But for this understanding ful suggestions it contains as for the interest
covered with hair. In Guinea sheep are cov Chaplain.
there are tim-s when her mind shows no traces
whose system of “ Inhalation in the treatment of of the treaty, it would never have been conclu
of either. Thus incapable of even dictating, mense.
ered with hair like a dog, and would not be
S enate.—L. M. Morrill, Augusta, President: diseases of the Chest ” — though but for a short ded by the United States. Great Britain so con und importance of the subjects to which they
except at rare intervals, all the business of
refer. The aggregate amount of public land
Who can unfold, said the lecturer, the origit known but by their bleating. Dr. H. Mal G. Clark, Sangerville, Secretary; W . C. Reed,
time introduced to the American public—has, by strues the Convention as to maintain unchanged sold during the last fiscal year, located with
these great estates falls into Miss Gurdon's own of all these differences in physiognomy, speech,
com says the same thing of sheep io Burtnah Phipshurg, Assistant Secretary; P. A. Dalton, its uniform success, even In cases pronounced all her previous pretensions over the Mosquito military set ip, or land warrants, taken up unhands—as well as the correspondence with Sir
eoast.
These
pretensions
are
founded
on
the
incurable by other modes of treatment, secured
•ler grants for roads and selected as swamp lands
W alter. Thus unrestrained, she writes beau habits and character? Who can explain, from So, loo, changes in the shape of th6 skull are Norridgwnck, Messenger; Rev. W. A. Dilling
a favor with the public, and the medical frater assumption ol political relations between Great
tiful womanly letters to the absent and now positive historical data, the pyramids and cata produced by climate, food, domestic habits, ham, Augusta, Chaplain.
States, is 24,557,409 acres, of which the
nity even, seiduti vouchsafed to au innovation Britain and the remnant of Indians on that
famous soldier; and though always self-respect combs of Egypt, the temples and monument
portion sold was 15,729,574 acres, yielding in
A joint committee was appointed to examine on “ medical usages.” Indeed, we doubt if any coast, entered into when the whole country was receipts the sum of §11,485,380.
ing, they are neither furinal noi cold. At of Baabic and Persepolis, of Bombay- and Cen employment, &c., i c . Tho mastiff and grey
greater revolution in the treatment of a class of •a colonial possession of Spain. It caunot be
hound differ more widely than any two human Gubernatorial votes.
In the same period of time, 8,723,854 acres
length, after ten years absence, Sir W alter de
successfully controverted that, by the laws of
diseases has ever occurred in this country.
have been surveyed, but in consideration of the
termines upon his fiaal return to England ; his tral America ?
tribes, yet taey belong to one species.
The five Senators counted out by the Gov
To diseases of the lungs and chest —consump both Europe and America, no possible act ol
Of course, the problems presented to view
health fails, and he is willing to see his uged
But if the black color and negro features are ernor and Council, were declared elected by the tion, bronchitis, ic .—the American people have such Indians or of their predecessors, could con quantity already subject to entry, no additional
tracts have been brought into market.
relative before she dies. But this latter wish is and demanding solution are not without some
a general, and, it would seem, chronic inclina for on Great Britain any political rights.
The peculiar relation-of the general govern
not effected. She dies from sheea decay some difficulty; and History, when we appeal to het the result of climate, food, habits and other Senate.
I t however became apparent that Great Brit
tion.
W
hether
ilresults
most
from
carelessness
natural
causes,
the
question
is
raised
why
are
ment to the District of Columbia renders it
weeks before, and is buried with unostentatious
in dress, or in diet, or mainly from- a want of ain still continued in exercise of large authority proper to commend to your care not only its
simplicity. The codicil to her will bears beau for an explanation of all these things, “ His there not negroes in South America? The an
BO O K N O T I C E S .
! care in both, as yell as in habits of exercise, we over all tliat.part of Central America, common nateriul, but also its moral interests, including
tiful testimony to simple worth. * Robbed,’ it tory,” in the language of Sir Thomas Brown. swer is to he found in the difference in the soil,
' cannot say—but fro know, from keeping an eye ly known as the Mosquito Coast, covering th-ducation, more especially in those parts of the
says, ‘ by hirelings in my old age, 1 took, at “ sinks behind the cloud of time. The trav
T he Great Rosy D iamond, by Mrs Ann
to the mortality bills, that lung and chest dis entire length of Nicaragua and part of Costu
tho face of the country, and the much lower
first, perhaps, frum selfish motives, a young
Augusta Carter, illustrated ; also T he Violet ; eases are the ruling diseases of this country.— Rica. This act of Great Britain being contrary District outside of the cities of Washington and
eller,
as
he
paceth
amazedly
through
Memphis
Georgetown.
temperature of tropical America, than th e cor
sttanger to my roof, and found in her peace and
to our treaties with Central America, as under
tru th . It will be seen that I provide hand and old Thebes, among their pyramids and obe- responding portion of the old continent. Cold a fairy storv- Both these books have just been And what is mote, they have, heretofore, raainthe skill of our medical faculty, laugh stood by this government, have been made sub
somely for her ; but nothing can ever repay her lisksand sphinxes,asketh of History who builded predominates in America by reason of its pecu published by Philips, Sampson & Co, in very
H ardly Orthodox for a Baptist.—The Bos
ing |, .-water, cad-liver oil, and all that sort of ject of negotiation through the American minis
earnest truth—her sterling honor—her d.tughthem, and she mumbleth something, but what liar position. The rigor of the frigid zone ex neat style and intended for holiday presents for thing to scorn. T h e accession of Dr. Hunter, ter in London. Great Britain hits by these ton Traveller contains the following notice of a
ter-like, unselfish affection. I bless -Gud lor
the young folks. They commend- themselves. therefore, to oui medical ranks, with a aystem repeated and successive treaties, renounced a ’ new book by one of the most esteemed of Maine
it
is
he
hearetli
not.”
t
the peace she brought beneath the roof. It is
tends over half of those regions, which, judg
of practice thatlpromises to reduce, if not oblit pretensions of her own and recognized the lull m inisters:
my wish she never leave, though of this Sir
However, the crude and absurd theories #)iich ing by their position, should be temperate.— Spear has them for sale.
erate, the triumphant power of consumption and sovereign rights of Spain in the most une
• In the line of new books, we have one just
W alter will know more in my private testa have been started to account for tlia diversities
“ T ue H unter’s F east.” by Capt. Moyne
and its cognate!, is hailed with more than satis- quivocal terms. Great Britain now reasserts ready from the press of Shelden, Lamport &
Countries where the grape and fig should ripen,
m ent.’
Reid, author of “ The Rifle Rangers,” e f t., >s faction,
her
right
to
this
extent
of
Gulf
Coast
on
the
Blakeman,
upon • Sin and Redemption.’ The
in
the
human
species
by
the
impugners
of
the
are buried under snow one half of the year,
Sir W alter is expected by the overland route ;
Dr. Hunter il a physician, who has ventured E tstern Coast of Nicaragua. The interferenci tuthor is the Rev. Dr. Sheldon. Pastor of the
and tidings of Lady Chauncey's death, as well Bible, have all been overthrown by therescarch- and lands situated iu the sume latitude with the title of a new work which Jis praised Highly
nF Great Britain, though exerted once in the Elm street Baptist Church, of Bath, Maine, and
by
the
press.
Also
“
Kate
WcBton”
is
the
title
i
int
>
bhe
field
vntli
no
less
modesty
than
ability,
as many private documents are sent to await es of scientific men ; and the objections to the
the most fertile and best cultivated provinces ;
7,
,,
,.
,
, ..
r making no prettnsions that he has not justified form of a military occupation of the port of San former President of YVateiville College. He
him a t Southampton. Jan et remains alcne at I descent of all nations irom one human pair,
of another very attractive volume, both
by sou“ d
lent and successful practice He i Juan del Norte, now presents a claim of right <pent several years after he graduated at Yala
of Europe, are chilled with perpetuul frost,
the hall —not knuwing what to do—till his re
is a missionary in France. Dr. S. has long been
which are for sale at Spear’s. A full notice o f’ |ldB s0 multiplpd witnesses in his behalf, that he of protectorate over the Mosquito Indians.
as
related
by
Moses,
have
all
been
triumphantly
turn decide her future course ; for in any of his
which almost destroy the power of vegetation.
Of tho international difficulty in regard ti suspected of holding views considered not exact
might have refeed on testimonials, and been
these books is crowded out this week.
letters he has never hinted love or m arriage; ! answered.
While the negro on the coast of Africa is scorch
sure of prueti’i to his heart's content. But he the late recruitiug by Great Britain, lie says the ly orthodox by his denomination. The present
and she is too pure and too honorable to sup • 1. In the first place the number of languaP i tman s Monthly for January is received, has taken a broader and nobler view in relation traditionary policy of the United States is not to work will evince this so plainly that the suspi
ed with unrem itting heat, the inhabitant of
pose his promise alluded to more than friend
; ges radically different on the globe, is very
interfere with beiigerents. Such being the pub cion will become a fact. He rejects in toto the
ship, or th a t lie would wed one so humble as
Peru breathes an air equally- mild and tem containing its usual variety of rich and enter to his duty, asthe insli tutor of a valuable sys
tern io conneson with the healing art. He has lic rights of the United States, no solicitude war loctrine of* total depravity,’ and contends that
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speare and his P lay s; an Inquiry concerning commend it
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ihat when tlidr prejudices should be overcome. ! matter of surprise, therefore, to find person.- son is precisely as innocent and pure upun com
sandy deserts, unbroken by mountain ranges or them ’’ will be found interesting to all S ltak- they, too. woild join with hint in its practice. •engaged in the United States in this business
old clerk’s prophecy lias Iteen fulfilled—he has
ing
into the world as Adam was when he was
been made junior partner in the great merchant is tho affinity, verbal and grammatical, existing inland seas, is the native place of the negro.— spearean readers, from the novelty and bold , t • •
, .1 ------ .i-------1 ,:.
i„-----z The ordinary steps were immediately taken . t- •rented, but if any differences exist it is solely
house, and will have a home for Jan et if she among them all. The Sanscrit, the sacred Man was formed to reside in all climates und ness of the views it advances. The “ Ghost ” lie Wished to serve the public in the largest
arrest and punish the parties concerned. TL» che result of modifying heteditury circumstances
way puss ibid
language of ancient In d ia n s proved to be the
needs it.
nd in no case amounts to a sufficient depravity
Of course ffe know nothing ol the medica matter acquires additional importance by a dis
Accompanying him a little way across the ■original of the Greek, Latin, Teutonic, and other to adapt himself to them all. “ A nd,” to use is a pleasant “ Christmas Story.” Mr. P res
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she comes back, and is near her favorite ter • tongues, spoken between India and Lapland rope, black in Africa, yellow in Asia and red carefully reviewed, “ Low Life in the Pampas ”
t is an inevitable result which must attend all
know th at I f inhalation he reached disease as thoritv.
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and ten years since Sir W alter weDt away. He - lects. The Hebrew, Syriac, Chaldiaic, Arabic, in America, is still the same animal, tinged
created by God, but are the effect of the volun
only with the color of the climate.” Nor is or “ Owlcopse,” “ Calhoun on Government ” is the patient, it is not only curative, but, at the
1 announce with much gratification that sineis a strange and wayward man; and will lie
tary agency of the creature in forming his own
fancy, if in England, to cunte to-night ? She >Abyssinian, are nearly related aud had a com- tnere anything in man’s organization to show an able review of the political theories of that -ante time, the most agreeable mode of treat the adjournment of the last Congress the ques
character.’
Our readers have, however, been engoes onward to the old seat, wishing to make , tnon origin. The Chinese aud Hindoos are that he was destined to pass away his life in distinguished statesman. We find also t*1®! ment.
qghtened bjjDr. H .’s letters more than they tion then existing between this government anc
that of France respecting the French consul ai
the experiment, though so foolish a one. She [ proved to be related by ancient traditions, by
listless, indolence like the Turk, or in chasing usual-fairness which characterises the critical | Would he by anything we could say. A very Sun Francisco has been satisfactorily deter
has not sat long before worthier thoughts are
I nteresting from K ansas —The New Y'ork
resemblance of speech and other points of agree- the deer and buffalo like the Indian, or that notices of new works, under the head of Litcra-! able article! or summary of his system, appears !|m nedj and that t()e rejtttjon of the tH.d „overn
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But on the contrary, the similarity of moral
rattling sound of carriage wl e d s reach her ear;
ior’s life would not have been safe, if the Mis: to have been derived from the Sanscrit, the anbutter Magazine published in America than this j everyone). In introducing the letter tohisreadA question which has been pending for sev tourians had known the terms of settlement beand then they stay. The thought of Sir Wal .
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n
- attributes, tho enduring power of domestic aferal years between the U. S. and the kingdom ore they left the Territory. That he could not
Arabs, i r •
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ter obtrudes again. Presently she feels sure cient sacred language of India. The
' (D r. H unter’s) letter with of Greece, growing out of the sequestration bj
.
feettons, the disposition to establish a n d ------ We wish so sterling a monthly foe very best of ,
it is he ; for there is the scent of cigar-smoke Hindoos, Chinese, Tartars and Persians, amonv
ling re- succe3s- For sale a t Spear's Book Store, and a t j p 'ea8ur9i jddressed as it is to the profession, t e public authorities of that country of prop ontrol the forces which had been raised for the
approaching, and some one comes onward ; she whom the Asiatic Continent is divided, have tain mutual interests, the common fee
subjugation of the town, is shown by the
leading Palm er's. Only 25 cents a numlter; $ 3 , a year who will ljtow how to appreciate it. It will erty belonging to the present American Consul following ord er;
rises, and meets a man face to face—it is Sir
g trding property, the accordance in the leading
serve us, moreover, as an answer to many of at Athens, and which had been the subject of
i each a common language, divided into a great
W alter.
points in the moral code, aud more than all, for a single copy.
Robinson, Commander o f the enrolled cit
our distartf subscribers who have written to us very earnest discussion heretofore, has recentT, To
l variety of dialects, seeming to have no resetn• Did you expect m e ?’ he says.
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, I for inforiiation on the subject. They cannot been settled to the satisfaction of tho party in izens o f Lawrence:
‘ 1 did, and yet I did not, Sir W alter. I came ■blance on a superficial examination, yet Sir Wil the gift of speech, which tends to perpetuate
You are hereby authorized and directed to
H arper commences the New Year in spirited ,-ail {0
between Dr. H unter’s scien- terested and of both governments.
T
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.
: all other human characteristics, together with
here—aad’yet I thought it like presumption m i
:ake such measures and use the enrolled force
style. Its opening article, “ January First, 1 ftjjC view / in regard to diseases and remedies,
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‘ Why ?’
W ith Spain, peaoeful relations are still main preservation of the place and the protection of
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ol Christ,— prove th a t men, however situated, have seen of late. The title itself implies what ! wll0se. g^ndifoiquent advertisements of ‘ lung
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. . . .
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* vapor in packages, &c , merit only contempt, tained, and sums progress has been made in se he property and the persons of the people of
.
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were destined for the same state, and were ,
taken her hand. Then hesitating—
stan ; from which also come the Sanscrit, the
’
the article is about,—the customs, dress, laws, j
wfa f euip|Oyment of inhalation is calcu- curing the redress of wrongs complained of bj Lawrence and vicinity, as in your judgment
• I thought it would be like reminding Sir parent of the Greek and Latin and all the mod ° ng,nally
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this government. Spain has not only disavowed sbo.ll best secure th at end.
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jated to ft'ing the practice into disrepute.”
W alter of a promise made to a girl.’
and disapproved the conduct of the officers win(Signed)
WILSON SHANNON.
ern languages of Europe. Thus the result of i SpeUeS’ h ° We’er Taried’ ” essentiillI7 ° nebig imagination and an eye to the quaint and I The Herald says, in copying the above men- illegally seized and detained the steamer Black
* I made no promise Janet, that I did not mean
Lawrence, Dec. 9, 1855.
ridiculous, supposes it will be a dozen cen tu .ies, ‘‘T ^ h f c j d e is d ea r, w-11 w ritten, and sensi Warrior a t Havana, hut has also paid the sum
then as I do now. I have been two davs in Eng the latest and most thorough investigations in • «
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OCR P aper. I t may not be modestv to call
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ahead. •* Y trginia Illustrated” is the next ar- i)le_ andif| addressed |,y Dr. Hunter to his breth- claimed as indemnity for the loss thereby in that they are to be remunerated for their servi
to-night.’
flicted on citizens of the United States.
zf the Mosaic «account,
a
i - . ,lo ,.attention to our new “ head” and enlargement,
ces during the seige. The Governor pledges
ot,
which
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. tide and will well repay a reading, “ English {ren of tlie profession a t large, as an explicit de* I am very glad to see you, s i r ; for I am very confirmatory
In consequence of a destructive hurricane lituself in the treaty of settlement to use his in 
cates the first human pair in or near Persia in tu t6 o lo n S as these changes are intended for Wigs acd Gowns” is entertaining, so is “ Pass- elaratiof oi the principles on which lie practises
anxious to know------’
which visited Cuba in 1840, the supreme au fluence to secure to the town pay for the dama
the neighborhood of the great rivers Euphrates th® benefit (lf our Patr,,ns’ and for which w age: of English Travel.” “ Little D o rrit,” the in a speriulry. with acknowledged benefit to a thority of that island issued a decree uduiittin|
‘ W hat?’
ges sustained and property stolen by the Sheriff’s
and Tigris. To this point precisely, do all the I “ d° Q,t “Sk anJ ch!nS>” escePfc a continuance of promised story of Charles Dickens, makes a good large atid widely extending circle of patients, the importation, for the period of six months, posse.
* Where is my home to be, sir ?’
both frdn this city and the surrounding district
‘ You know very well, you foolish Janet, it is languages and all the traditions of men point. ; tbe Piltrona8e which has compelled us to
of certain building materials and provisions free
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ism, ani his rational diagnosis of all affections peri .d only had elapsed, to the injury of tin 13th inst., Gen. Pomeroy thanking the men for
aboriginaUtbode of the human race.— “ spread” somewhat, we will just say that hav vise all to read the four chapters here given, and of
this j.ist as well as I d o ; and you say this to as the
their gallantly and good conduct. On the eve
the
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with
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success
torment me. I have waited for you some This the lecturer supported by an abundance of ing fixed things about to our liking, we shall try there will be no doubt about their following the
citizens of the United States who had proceed ning of the 11th a large military ball took place
ful application of remedial agents in the shape
eleven years, I think, and that is long enough,
to improve our means of supplying a guod and
ed to act on the faith of that decree. The Span 
proofs, which we can net, in this brief sketch,
story through the successive numbers. In the o f tnedcated vapor, have caused Dr. Hunter »o ish government refused indemnification to the it the Free State Hotel.
isn’t it? ’
b
On the 6th inst., a Mr. Barker, formerly of
reliable weekly to as many as may wish. Ad
Monthly record of Currant Events, as well as in be already patronized by some of our leading parties aggrieved until recently, when it wus as Ohio, a Free State man who had served in the
‘Eleven years, sir! I have known you only even glance at. Thus the skeptical theories of
pltysicuns, and bis house is daily crowded with
te n .’
sented to, payment being promised to be made ranks, was murdered by a party of Missourians
Voltaire and other French and English infidels vertisers will remember th at we have better the Literary Notices and in the Editor’s Table,
‘ Perhaps so ; but I have known you longer. that there are many independent oiiginal fam means of doing the rig h t thing for them than Drawer and Easy Chair, we find enough th at is patients.”
so soon aH the amount due can be ascertained.
while he was on his way home to visit his fainButjour purpose in this article, was not to
Do you remember a journey you made from
Satisladlion for claim for the arrest and search ilJ__________________
ilies of men, and that the men of various lan we have had heretofore, while in the same de good. A vast amount of reading may be had introdbee special testimony, or to arguo Dr.
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• Oh. yes, sir. Some generous men belonging guages belong to entirely distinct races, are
in every cumber of Harper, for 25 cents. Spear
corded, but there is reason to believe that case,
A W estern Editor’s Valedictory.—Tho u n
thoasinds ol others, we have been interested in
to papa’s congregation had 6ent him there, to deprived of all force. The place where Noah medium for advertising than formerly
and Palmer keep it on hand.
hissyltem, more by the universality of its suc with others, continues to be urged on the atten dersigned retires from the editorial chair with
see if change of air would serve.’
tion of the Spanish government.
oiighted from the. ark was on Mount A rarat, in
che complete conviction th a t all is vanity.
cess
and
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it
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than
on
any
• Well, a bronzed soldier was in that car
I do not abandon the hope of concluding with
T H O K N D IK E H O T E L .
g ^ O u r State Legislature assembled yester- and all other accounts. To the real servitor of Spain some general arrangement which, if it do From the hour he started his paper to the pres
riage who watched you through some hours : the same region of country, from which his
ent time he has been solicited to lie upon every
j
nr
i
. i .
• i tho public—the friend of humanity— we have
The proprietorship of thiB popular public day.
who saw the exquisiteness of that filial love and three sons went forth to colonize and people the
O f course we can be expected to g>ve ne¥X en wailting in eulogy. We regard Dr. not wholly pirevent the recurrence of difficultie? given subject, and can’t remember having told
tenderness ; and who, before that journey was earth. And by tracing up the different lan House which since it was opened last Spring has none of its proceedings this week. By next j Hunter as a distinguished member of this class, in Cuba, will render them less frequent, ami
i wholesome truth without diminishing his sub
ended, badly wished you to be his. I followed guages spoken among men, we find three prim been held by the owner, Capt. W . H. Thorn
whenever they shall occur, to facilitate their scription list, or making an enemy. Under
week we shall have heard of its organization,' Neut virk Evening Mirror.
you ; I learnt who you were. 1 have controlled
speedy settlement.
chese circumstances of trial and having a thor
your fortunes from that hour. Through Mis* itive tongues, originating at the very places dike, on New Year's was taken by Mr. S G probably, and perhaps shall have the Governor's
ough contempt for himself, he retires in order
MEXICO.
Atkinson's agency I got yon here ; and you ef where the three sons of Noah were settled.— Dennis, formerly of this city. While travellers Message.
™ j,flv^ n]ready alluded to the arrival of the
to recruit his moral constitution.
fected what 1 resolved you should—indirectly, And should all attem pts a t reconciling the di will regret the retirement of Capt. Thorndike.
The interposition of this Government has
Discovsry Ship “ Resolute,’’ abandoned by
the exclusion of those worthless servants—and
A N ew Star in Confess .—The editor of The Biitjsh officers in the Arctic ocean, at New been invoked by many of its citizens on account
P ortland, Dee. 28. This evening, two youug
directly, the peace of Lady Chauncey. You versities in human speech be unavailing, still, always an obliging and attentive landlord, and
of
injuries done to their persons und their propthave fulfilled all I needed, and your recompense faiiti in the Bible may be able to shed light under whose care the house became at once one i New Y’irk Tribune, writing from W ashington, London. The Gazette of that place gives the erty, for whicn the Mexican Republic is respon ladies, daughters ol Mr. Joseph Haskell, for
is to be my wife, if so yon will.’
merly of this city, and a young man named
where else were darkness ; and the confusion of the best in the State, they will be equally thus notices the maiden speech of a new mem following particulars of tho ship :—
sible
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that
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'Ike Resolute is perhaps one of the staunchest
‘ Oh, yes. Sir Walter. I am very glad. I and violent disruption of the primitive tongue glad to find in his succesor, Mr. Dennis every ber of the House of Representatives, who will
Coffin, were coasting in a field in Falmoath,
ships ever built, us nearly ice proof as any ves fur some time past has not allowed its Govern near the Ptesumpa.-ot River, on nearing which
be heard from hereafter:
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vate reparation, and has appeared to Call for and they found it was impossible to stop their head
‘ Well that you shall be in a day or two._ consequent on that confusion, may he more con- lord. Mr. Dennis is a gentleman—and a man man, I believe,) who proved himself ju st t he | Polsr seus, and all her preparations for encoun- justify some forbearance in such matters on the way and wenffover the embankment, about for
Now let us sit down—we have been.long asun 8istent with the facts of science than any other who Jotli understands the wants of travellers, strongest man th at lias.sf oken for the Southe.-n ’ teriig the incidents of the rugged region to part of the Government. B ut if the revolution ty feet high, into the w ater. The young man
Americans yet, unless Humphrey Marshall b-e i which she was sent, were as perfect as skill
der. This is the last night of June. J an et.’
and one of the girls were drowned, tbeir bodies
and has .the disposition and means to gratify excepted. .Mr. Foster is a large-built, dark- I and experience and a liberal government could ary movements which have lately occurred in □ot being yet recovered. The other girl was
* I have bad two happy ones before this.__ explanation.
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‘ Then 1 am rewarded for long patience—vou, the diversities among mankind, w ith many, h a s ! the ‘ Thorndike’ will continue a first class house. tbe Pl'*me life with aigood faculty of putting and Minnie rifles in perfect order, sufficient for will then be made, and it muy be hoped with that it is feared she cannot recover.
for beautiful duty.’
been to suppose that there were as many ortg- - As snclt we cheerfully receomrnend it.
u .^m p o licy of moling a measure'instead any emergency was found on board, as well as success, and to the redress of all complaints of
an iinmetke amount of clothing and every
So they sat awhile.
A Boston correspondent of the State o f Maine
.
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j of a principle the basis of political concord— thing elselthnt could conduce to the comfort of our citizens.
‘ Now let us go in, Janet. The bright moon ioal, or first men, asr there are different nations.!
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ment going to show that the vertical iron rods rally/surrounding the subject. I t is a fiction, teacher of music.
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Nsw York, Dec. 28.—The steamship Pacific,
ROCKLAND,
Capt. Nye, from Liverpool 15th inst., arrived
P R IC E BEDUCED
Axrived.
L IN C O L N C O U N T Y , M E .
about 4 o’clock this morning.
December, 27.
Scmmabv op N ews.—The city of Kars has at 0 F F I C E —B E R R Y ’ S B L O C K ,
| Bchr Delaware, Bridge!, New York.
T H E C A S H SYS 'E M A D O P T E D .
leqglh (alien into the hands of the Russians.—
Over the Store o f Wilson 4' Case.
“ Mirror, Albey, Portlani
T he particulars are not.yet receivod, but it is
“
.
Lucy
Blake,
Haskell,,
Portland.
£ 7 Particular attention given to the drawing o f I n believed that the garrison were compelled to
The Publishers o f the Tr eller have decided to fur
December 31,
nish their paper hereafter t< Mubs at the following rates :
surrender through lamine. Their numbers did e tr n m e n ts, and to the C o llec tin g o f D e m a n d s *
“ Lewis McLaine, Bucklin, Boston.
$2 00
August 17, 1855.
S ltf
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Single copy,
not exceed 8000 men, and they were so much
3 00
“ I L Snow, Conary, Boston,
Two copies,
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Five copies,
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Umar Pasha was near Kutais, which the Rus
20 00
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sians held with considerable force.
Ship Squalido, (new) Jordan, New Orleans.
Payment to be made in sibnce, and the papers will be
December 29.
In the Crimea, the Russians bad attacked the
sent to one address, and dis ntinued at the expiration of
Schr Ophir, Pease, Richmond, Va.
the time for which paymeni
extremity of the Freneh lines with about three
“ Hannah A Abigail,------- , Camden.
thousand men, but after an hour’s sharp fighting
January 1.
morn ing—Sundays excepted—at 2 o’clock and 6 1-2
T H E BO STO N T R A V E L L E R ,
“ Ned ora, ------- » Dix Island.
o’clock, A. M. arriving at Bath in season to connect with
withdrew.
the 1 o’clock A. M. and 4 o’clock P. M. Trains fox PORT
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T
.
T
albot
.)
SEMI •’ EEKLY,
same evening.
South sides of Sebastopol.
RETURNING—will leave BATH for W iscasset, Dam
RO CK PO RT.
Will also be supplied to ubs as follows:
The Russian Government has opened a new ariscotta, Waldoboro’, W arren,Thom aston and Rockland,
$3 00
Single copy,
Dec. 28,—Ar schrs Maty Ann, Powers, Frankfort; Jack
on
the
arrival
o
f
each
train
of
cars
at
Bath.
12 50
Five copies,
loan of 50 millions of roubles, 5 pep cent., at
Downing,Gray, Brooks^lle; U 1) Whitherspoon, Glouces
20 00
Ten copies,
A
Stage
leaves
R
o
c
k
la
n
d
every
Morning
(Sundays
ter.
30th,
Enterprise,
Ltwrence,
P
ucksport.
31st,
Sheet
S enin. Hamburg and Holland.
excepted) a t 6 1-2 o’clock, A. M, for CaMDEN, BEL Anchor, Orcutt, Bath; Aicade, Millikin, Boston. Jan. 2d,
- The Austrian army was being reduced to a FAST any BANGOR.
Stimulated by the flattepg countenance and general
Sea Mark, Sherman, Isleffioro’; Laudaux, Conary, Deer
RETURNING—leaves B a n g o r every Morning (Sun- Isle.
approbation of the reading immunity through which their
peace footing.
davs excepted) at 6 1-2 and arrives a t R o c k la n d about
Dec. 31st,—sch Mary ^nn, Powers, Rockland. Jan. 1st,
The government of Naples publishes the re 7 o’clock P. M.
E nterprise Lawrence, Btcksport; Gen Arnold, Biclunore,
sult of a convention with the United States, de
« ,,
J* & W . BERRY & CO., P roprietors .
efforts, which pecuniary ai industrial means can supply,
Machias; Jack Downing,Cray, Bucksport.
Rockland Jan. 3,1856.
ltf
not only to deserve the hia estimation which their past
fining the lights of neutrals.
labors have achieved, but f merit a more exalted appre
DOMESTIC PORTS.
The Bank of England is authorized to issue
ciation and a still widex peonage, such as shall, leave the
D E L I G H T ’S
HOLMES’S HOLE, pec 26, PM. Ar schrs Myers, American T raveller wjhout a rival among its contem
£575,000 in notes beyond the amount specified
Rhoades, Rockland for NiTork.
poraries. The liberality wth which a discriminating pub
in the charter.
27th—Ar barque Llewellyn, (of Camden) Sherman, Mo lic have heretofore rtspon d to their enterprise, justifies
A sure article to
The prospect for the speedy establishment of
bile 7th inst, for Boston I4tk inst, lat 24 23, Ion 81 20, tha assurance oo the part the proprietors, that an in
spoke
brig
\V
H
Spear,
(of
Boston;
from
Mobile
for
Genoa;
crease
cf their endeavors edify and entertain the roadMAKE
T
H
E
H
A
I
R
G
R
O
W
O
N
B
a
LD
HEADS,
peaceful relations with Russia appears to be
18th, lat 29 40, Ion 89 10, slip Caravan, (of NYork) from ing community will meet 1th a commensurate increase
rather more doubtful, no progress being appa
Give a Soft Gloss to the H air,— Prevent its
NOrleaus for Liverpool; lime time, saw barque Alvarado, of tne already extensive emulation of the T raveler.
rent in the negotiations at present.
of Rockland, from NOrleaas ior Marseilles.
Our abundant means foaootainiug
Falling Off and arrest its Premature
CHATHAM—Ar 26th, scis Tiger, Philadelphia for Saco;
Cotton, a t the commencement of the week,
frS W S
27th, Sarah Louisa, Wiley, Salem for Tangier (lost boat off
Decay
advanced 1 8 c, but wus unable to maintain it,
include the receipt of joutals from abroad and the whole
Highland Light.)
NEW YORK—Cld 28th, ihips Flying Childers, White, of our own wide-spread 6u|try ; the unlimited use of the
and a t the close the gaio was lost. Sales of the
FO E T H E T O IL E T ,
inagnectic
telegraph,|tbrom
the various lines which cen
Havre ; Constellation, A lto. d o ; barques Kelper, P ratt,
It is highly recommended fox its fragrance,
week 56.000 bales, of which 95000 were on
Toulon ; J Wesley, Sylvester, Cienfuegos; Ocilla, Ashby, tre in the Counting Roompf bur Office; the communica
Prepared by J . C. WADLEIGH, Druggist,
speculations and export.
Mobile ; sells Castillian, I.oid, Nuevitas ; Gen Clinch, Ba tions of intelligent und Pitiful correspondents at every
No. I Appleton Block. Lawrence, Mass.
ker, Boston ; Aagusta, Perry, N Bed ford. Sid steamer material foreign or domestic point; and an experienced
Breadstuffs were quiet and unchanged. Pro
corps of reporters for every teasing event of interest of a
For sale in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN. Special America ; ship Ocean Pearl)
visions unchanged.
Ar 29ih, ship Channing, Johnson, Shanghae July 30 ; more local description. Unaming efforts w ill always be
Agent.
6m31
Emerald Isle, Cornish, and Ontario, Wood, Liverpool; made to reap the fullest advalages of these means, and to
American Securities—Stocks were unchanged,
barque John Bird, Ulmer, Malaga; brig Monte Cristo, augment them as circumstance shall require.
and less active.
Lathrop, Savanilla.
THE LITE .U R DEPARTMENT
Consols closed in London on the 14th, at 88
FOREIGN PORTS.
of the T raveller , which ha received the steady com
5-8.
mendation of its readers, and ic public generally, for its
A N D
Ar
at
Callao
Nov
25,
barque
Gallego,
Ellery,
Chincha
careful and impartial notices id reviews of new books,
Messrs. Baring Brothers reports Iron quiet, a
Islands. Sid 14th, ships Rockland, Taylor, M auritius; such
as may afford the leader reliable and useful guide to
T T s»© £xxl.
shade easier. Money in good demand, a t un
17th, Shanghae, Given, Valencia.
the merits of the publications 1 our teeming book press.
Ar at St Michael 10th ult, Gleaner, Wheldon, Portland.
W e the undersigned hhving used Nuttings Patent Ex
changed rates.
THE MISCELLALE(}J3 DEPARTMENT
Sid 17th, Anna D Torrey, Morse, Messina.
panding
Sash
would
say
that
for
a
window
fixture,
it
e
x
,
In the Crimea both armies were comfortably ceeds every other of which we have Reen or heard. It is i Ar at Deal 7th, Kate Sweertund, Bartlett, London for embraces an original or carel ly selected tale, with origihoused and provisioned.
far superior to weights and pullies for convenience, tight- j Calcutta (and passed the Wigiit 8 th ); 10th, St Bernard, nal contributions from able riters on scientific topics,
Mayo,
do
for
Cardiff
and
Ballinore
(and
aid
12th).
cheapness and durability.
from which our readers may erive improvement in the
Correspondence from the seat of war states
Ar at Havre 6th inst, N Boyrcon, Smalley, N Orleans.
WM. FLIN T, JR .,
mind and the affections.
I
OLIVER ROBINSON,
th a t the Russians on the northern side of Sebas WM.
MEDC a LF,
B. A. LOWELL,
DISASTERS.
THE COMMEHCIL INTERESTS
topol continue to pour a heavy fire of artillery
JAMES OVERLOOK,
J. D. BARNARD.
In
addition
to
the
regular
pjcea
current, reviews of the
Brig
Susan
Ludwig,
(of
Wtldoboro)
Overlock,
from
against the southern side, tbe allies replying but The right to use and the fixtures for the above, for Rock
ThoraaBton, South Thomaston aud St. George, can Georgetown SC for Boston, witl lumber, rudder gone, and I market and shipping interest! 'eekly reports are given of
little—their eugiueers continuing work within land,
leaking badly, was fallen in with27tli ult,lat 38 1-2, Ion 60, JJ® merchandise and the prod :e markets generally, and of
be had of
cuttle* markets,
made up |y an experienced reporter
the town.
by brig John Pierce, from Bostoi at Havana 12th inst.— the* nn,r
m" r “ rn“
ALONZO PERKINS,
The master and crew wished to be taken off. The weather expressly for the T ravelleb
The British army is said to be oversupplied of Thomaston for 3 7 1 -2 cent* per window.
lie terms.
Agents supplied on reasorile
at night being moderate, the boa. was put out nnd sent
Thomaston March 23,1855.
Illy
with equipments now.
alongside the sch, but she lahoroc so hard that the boat
could not board her ; at 10 PM, tie wind breezing up again,
English writers admit that the Russian army
TIIE DAILY EVERNG TRAVELLER
PE N D L ET O N & H OW ES,
in the act of taking up the boat ignin, she was capsized Is published ut Six Dollars a tear, in advance, and sold at
is well supplied for winter, having large supplies Agsnts for Rockland.
and filled, by which means the second officer of the John Two Cents a copy. This ploier two cent paper maintains
at Simpheropol and Daveakoi.
Pierce, named Jas Murray, was thrown overboard and its ascendency, und with its I ree daily editions, has an un
drowned;
every effort was made to save him, but to no surpassed circulation—giving t superior advantages as an
Eleven Russian Infantry divisions ore now iD
Law and E vid en ce C oncerning
good effect ; the John Pierce lay by the sch until the 30th, advertising medium.
the Crimea, two having gone north.
when a NW gale came on, and the the two vessels sepeD R
O R D W A Y ’S
Prince GortschakofF has extensively fortified
rated.
W O R T H IN G T O N , j L A N D E R S A CO.,
Sch Northern Light, (of Rockland) Doyle, from NYorkthe Tchougar road by batteries.
for Port au Prince, went ashore 7th inst, on Grand Key ;
PUBLIslERS,
Tne Russians were concentrating their forces HUITIOR D I S C O V E R T . vessel a totgl loss. Crew safe. Cargo saved in a damaged
3R1
Traveller Buildin s, State street, BOSTON.
state.
at Batcht Serai and Simperapol.
SAMUEL PIK E, cf Holyoke, Mass., had a Ship Statesman, W atts, at NOrltans from Portsmouth,
Most of the English and Ottoman cavalry had FEVER SORE on the leg since he Was fifteen years o!<I— E. reports in a squull, carried away foretopmast, with all
A N N U A L M E E T IN G
arrived a t Constantinople, where they will re  veay bad—been a great sufferer—was cured by taking three sails aud rigging attaehed, but received no other damage
Brig Belle, (of Rockpcrt. Me) Robinson, from Savannah
main during the winter.
O F
U E
bottles of the Humor Discovery, and using the Salve.
for St John NB, with hard pine, got ashore nenr the latter i
The Allies had fortified Kinburn, and con 
port 21st inst, and lost mainmast, ketl and rudder, and hud ’
Eliza J . Marten, of West Troy. N. Y., was filled
ATHENAEUM L IB R A R Y .
with water at first accounts. Later advices state
sider it equal to any attack that can possibly
cured of Salt Rheum in the lianc s.
that $he hod been got off’ and taken into St John, NB, ' m n P
f
. ,,
. . . .
be made,
she is being discharged, and Will probably repair.— *JIIE A”nual Meeting of the qnreholders of the AthenaeA. Parker, J r ., of Lawrence, Mass., was where
um Library will be holdeu u the Library Room on
Tbe French lines at Kameisch were nearly
She is a new vessel, built last sumntei.
cured of Barber’s Itch
also at the same time, of very
completed on a magnificent scale.
M O N D A Y , JA U A R Y 7 th ,
St. Petersburg advices 6ay that a train of bad Sore Eyes.
at 7 o clocrP. M., to act upon th following subjects,
sleighs bad entered the Crimea by the Perekop
1st. To hear the report of tie Directors for the year
Mrs. M. D. Sanborn, of Meredith, N. H .,
1855.
road, with provisions, stores, &c. Also, th a t cured her little boy of Inward Humor, Indigestion, Ema
EMAlNING in the Post Office, Rowland, Jan. 1, 1856 i
,
J.
the allies bare 26 batteries ready to attaek the ciation, Ac. She says It is the best medicine she ever
Persona calling for the following will please sav, “ a d - :
Aoliea rth e report ofthe Treasurer for the year
: ld;,x
northern forts, and 360 guns in position on used, and NO FAMILY SHOULD EVER BE WITHOUT vertised.”
. 3d. To determine whether te rates of subscribers shall
G E N T L E M E N ’S L IST .
Tchernaya.
IT.
: be changed, and if so, to whalextent
Both the English commissioner and Omar
J H
Prescott S Capt 2
4th. To see what measures he shareholders vill adopt
Samuel Rowe, of Lawrence, Mass., was cured Armstrong Rob Hamblin
Head
Orrin
Pillsbury
&
Foster
in regard to the distribution o| Books
Pacha's envoy had failed in their negotiations of KIDNEY AND LIVER COMPLAINTS.
Allen Wm H
Herrick Rothas
Uuimby Daniel
5th. To determine what me fcures the shareholders
with the Circassians, the duels refusing to leave
Barton A B
linn Robert
Bing D P
Henry
II.
Barton,
of
No.
8
City
Block,
Lawadopt,
if any, to increase the .ibrary.
Benson A B
Higgins Wm
Haudlet Daniel
tbe mountains for the, purpose of making an
Ilarpin W I*
Bankin John
5th. To elect officers for thBensuing year.
rence, Mass., says: - “ I have been troubled with Sciofula Begg James
attack on Georgia.
Bowen
Janies
F
Janies
Gen
W
Robinson
James
II
F. HARDEN, President
Most of the allied floet had passed Elsinore, for the last FIFTEEN YEARS, of the verv worst form Battles F.benezer Johnson Henry
Roberts Payson B
W i H. T itcomb, Secretarv.
that can be conceived, * * * and can safely say the Brooks Albert G Jameson John
Romer y & Burnham
homeward bound.
Rockland, Dec. 26, 1855.

T^HEREFORE let it be distinctly understood

L A T E R FRO M

EUROPE.

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,

port of rockland"

B U R B A N K & B U T T E R F IE L D ,
N o. 6 T h o r n d ik e B lo c k ,
HAVE JUST RECEIVED, FROM

NEW

YORK

O

<3r

d

O

K

LATER FROM CALIFORNIA.
N ew York, Dec. 28. The steamship George
Law arrived here about 4 o’clock this afternoon.
She brings 275 passengers, and §1,460 in trea
sure on freight, which is principally consigned
ns follows: Wells, Fargo A Co., $278,000; Drex
el & Co. $200,000; Wm Hcge & Co. $146,000;
Metropolitan Bank $180,000; Duncan, Sherman
& Co. $75;000.
Tne steamship Golden Age, with New York
dates to the 5th nf Nov., arrived'at San Fran
cisco on the 29tli u lt., and the steamship Cortes
with New York dates to the 9th Nov., arrived
there on the 4th inst.
The war in the northern part of California
was progressing with much violence; nearly all
the Indian tribes of the North were arrayed
against the whites.
A true hill had been found by the grand jury
against Cora, tbe Italian murderer of General
Richardson.
At San Francisco, a festival was celebrated in
honor of the full of Sebastopol, which ended in
a general row. Ten thousand persons were pres
ent. At the, close of the celebration, a proces
sion of Americans marched to the Russian Con
sul’s residence, and several spirited Bpeecheg
were made. Among the speakers was ex-Gov.
McDougal.
Murders were on the increase, the papers
teeming with them.
The steamer Georgiana burst her boiler at
Petalumne, killing two persons and wound'mg
several others Tbe cause was undoubtedly to
be attributed to carelessness. The officers of
the boat have been arrested and indicted before
the Grand Jury.
On the 30th of November, the U. S. frigate
Independence saluted the French flag of the
corvette Embuscade, a6 a reparation far the
arrest of Mr. Consul Dillon, who then raised his
flag.
San

F rancisco Markets.—Business was gen
erally very dull, and the prices of most articles
had greatly declined, although a t the close a
slight reaction .was perceptible, closing rates,
being—for Haxoll flourj$14; mess Pork 37 l-2c;
crushed Sugar lie ; Spirits of Turpentine 85c;
Butter 32 1-2 a 35c; Lard 20.
The Indians at Puget Sound had entered into
an alliance to wage war upon the whites.
Oregon dates are to Nov’. 29. Several engage
ments had taken place between tbe volunteers
and the Indians, in which the latter were worst
ed. TbeU. S. troops had returned to the D alle;
to aw ait the orders of Gen. Wool, who was ex
pected to arrive and assume their command.
A t the mouth of the large River Mendocim.
on the 28th of October, a tremendous swell of
the oeean broke in and wrecked the American
brigs Kingsbury and North Bend, also a Chilian
barque, in which six lives were lost.
f
-------------------- —

Lime Marker.
Corrected weekly for the Gazette by GKJ . BURNS, Gen.
Inspector.
»
Lime 75 78 cts. per cask, Wood at 3 00 0 |$ 3 .5 O oer
cord Casks at 21 (5) 23 cts.

S P E C IA L N O T IC E S

MEXICAN CORN SALVEL
“ T a l l A c b .e s

Knight D 11
disease has been entirely removed from the system, aftar Blaisdell E S 6
Clark JHines N 2 Knoles Jasper
taking 3 1-2 bodies.
Cogan John care ofLivingston Geo I
Capt Morton . Libby H S
Rev. Mr. Hoyt, of Derry, N. H ., says he has

received more benefit from this than all other mndicines.

Small Benjamin
Smith Bowen
Stfc.vart Charles
Sherman Franklin
Sargent G W
Stevens John 2

i p unj,ar Wm
Messenger F C
A young man in Groveland lias been sick two Davidson
w* GWm
Morton Howard Slattery John
Montgomery J LSowiey Joseph
years,—lias luken five bottles, and has received a perfect Dyer Francis H
Estabrooas Joel
A. Co
Sisrrett Oliver
cure.
I Erskine G B
Miller J W Capt Smith Reuben
Sitlinger Solomon
J . M. Thompson, formerly City Marshall o f| Freeman Geoige Mason John 3
McMillan joi
John
Siminonds Wm
_ , .
,
. u
.. . .
i Folsom IIM 2
meatman
Portland, now keeper of the Glen House, White Mnun- ■Fie|ds T |10nl„a 0 Marean M If
Sawyer Wm
tains^says it is the BEST MEDICINE he ever used, aud i Flint Joseph H
McAndrew Pat
Trwtin Charles
Gone
Albert
R
Miller
Tho
Capt
Thomas
Joseph 2
he keeps it constantly on hand.
I Gould Elisha
McDonald Thos Ulmer Harrison
Moseley Philipi
Withain Charles
A man in Thomaston has received GREAT Hovey Andrew
Richard
Nicholson Hector Wheeler D A Capt2
BENEFIT FROM ITS USE FOR KING’S EVIL.
Hofsei Adoniram Owners of BarkWulls G E
Rambler
Wilson John
A m an in Westbrook has been cured of a Herrick Joveph.
Peach A N
WallW m
VERY BAD ERUPTION or M A L IO ff.tX T SORE on i
L A D I E S ’ L IS T .
his leg by taking 4 bottles.
i Adams Mary F
Gage Carey A
Marchant Sarah J
Hall Elizabeth
Patehon Sarah J
Mrs. Phebe A. Thomas was cured of a very ® M M*?.
.
J Clifford Clara
Hall Susan
Rio Luck M H
had humor and Liver Complaint by two' bottles.
! cham er Harriet AHall Sarah J
Robin? Esther
Snow Louisa
C. W. ATW ELL, Deering’s Block, Congress Street j Crockett Mary B Hood Julia P 2
Olive W Keith Mary C
Sparhawk Sarah A
North Side M arket Square, Portland, General Agentfor Conary
Dyer Margaret N Keen Rhody B
Smith L Mrs
Maine.
Dodge Sarah J
Kellor Rachel
Tucker Emeline
Sarah E Kent Reoecca
Tibbeta Viola
C. P. FESSENDEN and J. C. MOODY, Agents for Fay lsadore F
I.yinorn Nancy
Whiiten Mary J
Rockland; and sold by Druggists and Fancy Goods dealers Fairfield Mary
Lawrence Ellen S Ward Maria R
Ford
well
Maria
Metcalf
S
C
Miss
Young
Martha 4
enerally.
36
Fry Ruth D
Mason Elizabeth
a '? w e 1j ? s
Gordon Annie
Makar Mary
ONE CENT is added to the postage of each letter for
H E A L T H R E S T O R E R
advertising.
E. 6. SMITH, P. M.
STILL TRIUMPHANT!

M oses F o g g , o f L eeds, says th e H e a lth
’ RESTORER is the

BEST

M assn soit Salve
Should be kept ou the sh&f, ready for use. Let Families
keep it, let the Mechanic keep it, let the Merchant keep it,
let every one keep it !! It costs but a trifle; and may alle
viate much suffering. All orders should be addressed to
the Proprietor, J . 1*. SULLIV a N, 120 Washington Street,
Boston.
• Price, 25 cents per box, and sold by the Agent.
J. P. SULLIV a N, Proprietor.
120 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
J . DINSMORE A SON, General Agents, Skowhegan
Me.
2w50

CURTIS’
IN H A L IN G V A PO R
D r.

Dr . J ohns, one of the most celebrated Physicians in
New York writes as follow*;
Dr . C urtis —Dear
Having witnessed the/excel
lent effects of your H ygeana on I nhaling H ygean Va
por and C herry S yrup, in case of a Chronic Bronchitis
and being much in favor of a counter -irritation in affec
tions o f the throat, hronchicul lubes and lungs, I can there
fore cheerfully recommend your Medicated Apparatus, as
being the most convenient und effectual mode of applying
anything of the kind 1 have ever seen. No doubt thous
ands of persons may be relieved, and many cured, by using
your remediesYou are at liberty to use this in any wav you may think
proper.
Respectfully, yours, Ac ,
C. JOHNS. M. D.,
’ No. 609 Houston Street, New York
Bee Advertisement in another column, Headed “ Medi
cated Inhalation.”
CAUTION.—D r . C urtis ’ H ygeana is the original and
2rn4"
only genuine article.

k} built at Essex, Mass , enti e White Oak,Copper fastans. Anchors,gaud in first rate
ries 550 casks of Lime under
deck, and is a fast sailer. F q jurther particulars inquire

j
j

L IT E R A R Y A S S O C IA T IO N ,
R e v . I . S . K A L I O C H , o f B o s to n ,
— AT —

S e e tlio v e n
Thursday Evening, J a n . 10, 1856.
Tickets* 15 cts.
SU B JECT:—‘ Moral Power Developed by Antagonism.’
Further particulars may be obtained from our posters
and handbills.
Rockland, Dec. 21, 1855.
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Rockland, Dec. 20,1855.

ever offered to the public; selected with great care

NO. 3

CHA-a. COFFRAN.

Sw49

"

nar ex w
Com, Flour and General Provision

EXPRESSLY FOR THE

Spofford

- A N D —

H O L I D A Y S , C S -r o o e r y S t o r e .
S IL V E R
a

F IN E

G O L D

»

d

W A R E ,

IX /O U LD announce to the public th a t they
TV have taken STOK E

—

XWOULD call the attention o f their friend,

N o . 2 G r e g o r y ’s ' B u ild in g ,

’ ’ and the public generally to their placa of bualam ,
and examine the well .elected Stock of

(formerly|occupied by N. S.JLeeman,)

J E W E L R Y ,

FRONT STREET. NORTH END.,

of the latest styles and improved patterns.

well adapted for the present season: consisting sf

Dress Plaids, Delains. Prints, .Bleached ’and Unbleached
all articles in their line of business. They have a full sap.
Sheetings, Flannels,’Cotton Flannels, Tickings,
ply of
Striped Shirtings, Denims, Linen Table
CORN.
Covers, Towelling, Crash, BayFLOUR,
State Shawls, Embossed
MEAL,
Table Covers, &c.

G rood s

Y A N K E E

N O T I O N S ,

Ready-M ade C lothing,
O P E V E R Y Q U A L IT Y ,
and at prices that defy competition.

FRENCH, GERMAN AND ENG
LISH. BROADCLOTHS, DOESKINS
A N D CAS8IM ERE8,

also a large variety of

v

S A T IN S A N D G R A N ID IN E S ,
and a variety of others not mentioned here, which they
will make to order, In STYLE and WORKMANSHIP, and
sell for C ash , at aneh prices as to defy the competition
of any of the same craft.
Also a large quantity of

:ether with a good stock ol

READY-MADE CLOTHING,

COM M ON G R O C E R P i R E T A IL GOODS,
all of which were selected with care, and will be sold at
such prices as shall secure for us a share of the patronage
of CASH purchasers.’
As we intend to make this a permanent business we
shall be governed by the motto
“ quick sales and small pr o fit s .”
Rockland, Dec. 7,1855.
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ROCKLAND CITY BOOK STORE.

OVERCOATS, DRESS,
FANCY and SACKS COATS, VESTS
from S I to 810. PANTS of every description, with ‘a
general asaortment of GENTS' FURNISHI N G G O O D S.

J . W A K E F IE L D ,

of our own manufacture, of excellent quality and work
manship which we will sell at extremely low prices.

Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods,
in great variety.
The subscribers would say that as their success in boni
ness since their removal to their present loca’ ion. has far
surpassed their most sanguine hopes or expectations, that
they will still continue to apply themselves with the same
unwearied diligence and punctuality, which has hitherto
characterized them in the business.
Rockland, Nov. 23.1555.
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G LASS

W IN T E R

BOOKS AND STATIONERY,

W ARE,

AT WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
cheap as can be purchased at -any other establishment.

— AND —

S IL V E R -P L A T E D TEA SE T S.

KT E3 A7V"

NO . 3 K im b a ll B la c k .

complete assortment of

ALSO—A large assortment of

CROCKERY,

E 8 T I N Q S ,

in plain and lancy VELVETS, plain and fancy

BEEF,
PORK,
LARD,
i
CHEESE,
BUTTER,
DRY FISH and MACKEREL,

In addition to the above STOCK, we have a large as
sortment of

too numerous to mention.

G O O D S ,

tre now prepared to sell at the lowest CASH price at

W H O L E S A L E or R E T A I L ,

F a n c y

BLOCK.

INGRAHAM & BUTLER,

emulating In p u t o f

R IC H

GOODS,

UST RECEIVED, at

Notice.

K E N N E D Y ’ S

LOWELL, THACHER & FOSTER,
£7* Our Store is full from floor to ceiling, not a shelf or
draw is vacant,—and filled too, with the

EPHRAIM HALL’S,
Spear Block.
45tf

Rockland, Nov. 23, 1855.

'J ’HE Co-partnership of

Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,

is dissolved by mutual consent. The business nf the firm
THE GREATEST GF THE AGE.
will be continued at the old stand, by Thacber &, Foster.
HENRY C. LOWELL,
YTR. KENNEDY, of Roxbury, has discovered
PETER THACHER,
ever brought to this city ; not old a n d shop w o r n ,
J-*in
one of our common pasture weeds, a remedy that
JAMES O. L. FOSTER,
hut of the LATEST and MOST FASHIONABLE FATEVERY KIND OF HUMOR, from the worst ScroZ
Rockland, Dec. 6, 1855^______
__
3m48__ cures
TERNS ; unriyalled in richness and designed particularly
ula down to a common Pimple. He has tried it in over
to be sold at
eleven hundred cases, and nqjrer failed except in two. He
has now in his possession over two hundred certificates of
value, all within twenty miles of Boston.
Wholesale and Retail.
Two bottles are warranted to cure a nursing sore
Attorneys and Counsellors a t Law, mouth.
No order however extensive or fastidious can be pre
One
to three bottles will cure the worst kind of pimples
sented which we are not adle to supply, and we CHAL
O
F
F
IC
E
,
NO.
2
K
IM
B
A
LL
,
BL
O
C
K
,
1the face.
LENGE tbe Eastern world to produce a firm which can
Two or three bottles will clear the system of .es.
compete with us.
MAIN STREET....................................ROCKLAND, ME.
Two bottles are warranted to cure the work* canker in
the mouth and stomach.
L A D IE S N O W IS Y O U R T IM E ,
P eter T haciieh ,
J ames O. L. F oster .
Three to five bottles are warranted to core the w o n t
case of erysipelas.
Rockland, Dec. 6, 185548tf
One to two bottles are warranted to cure all huracsr in
the eyes.
miscellaneous and New Boobs.
D R E S S OR JE W E L R Y ,
Two bottles are warranted to cure running of the ears
and blotches among the hair.
A
MY
LEE,
are particularly requested to call and examine our Stock -fA. The x\ge of Fable.
Four to six bottles are warranted to cure corrupt and run
ning ulcers.
before purchasing elsewhere.
Passages in the History of a Wasted Life.
One bottle will cure scaly eruptions of the skin.
The Bridges or Love tu a Cottage.
C O M E O N E ! C O M E A L L !!
or three bottles warranted to cure the worst case
Our Pustor, or Reminiscences of Rev. Edward Payson ofTwo
ringworm.
Incidents in the early History of New England.
if you wish Good B a r g a in s ,
Two or three bottles are warranted to cure the most des
Our folks at homeperate cases ol rhematism.
£?■ P S. We are in receipt of N E W GOODS by
Napoleon and his Array, by
every Steamer.
Three or four bottles are warranted to cure the salt
48
j . Wa k efield .
rheum.
Rockland, Dec 21,1855.
49tf
Five to eight bottles will cure the very worst case of
Blank looks.
scrofula.
bound—Ledgers, Journs ,
A benefit is always experienced from the first bottle,
ail sizes und qualities. In that article I con give 1 aud a perfect eure is warranted when the above quantity is
taken.
B A N G O R , M A IN E ,
good bargain, and warrant the stock. For sale by
Nothing looks so improbable to those who have in vain
48
J . W AKEFIELD.
WILL BE OPENED
tried all the wonderful medicines of the day, as that a
common weed, growing in the pastures, end along old
F o r r e c e p tio n o f C om p an y, on
do\v_Fixing. For sale by
stone walls, should care every humor in the system; yet it
J. ’VAKEFIELD.
is now a fixed fact. If you have a humor it has to start. —
J A N U A R Y 1 s t, 1 8 5 6 .
QILVER SPOONS, large and small, made for the under- There arc no ifs nor ands about it, suiting some cases, but
U n d er th e ch arge o f
O aignad, nnd warraolod by hint to purchaaoru to bo uit- not yours. He has peddled nv«r a thousand bottles of it
the vicinity of Boston, and k n o w the effects of it la
very case. It has already done some of the greatest cures
. B . B R O W N o f th e H A T C H H O U S E .
J . WAKEFIELD.
ever done in Massachusetts. He gave it to children a year
OLD PFNS‘ in gold cases, and separate from cases— old; to old people of sixty; and has seen poor, punny look
mg children whose flesh was soft and flabby, restored to a
T H E DW1NEL HOUSE is a large and elegold pencils, and a1 large variety of gold jewelry.
perfect state of health by one bot'le.
For sale by
J- gantly built hotel, containing eighty well finished
To those who are subject to sick headache, one bottle
J. WAKEFIELD.
rooms, with ajl the modern arrangements, for warmth,
will always cure it. It gives great relief in catarrh and
light and water. It will be furnished with new aud costly
dizziness.
Some who have taken it have been costive for
furniture. No pains “have been spared to make it adapted
Inks,
Blue,
Red
and
Black.
ears,
and have been regulated by it. Where the body is
to the wants of the travelling public. Its situation is cen
louhd, it works quite easy, but where there is any derang
OOD’S Ink,
tral, and connected with it is a spacious and excellent sta
inent of the functions of nature, it will , cause very singu
Maynard & Noyes’ Ink
ble.
Rideout’s Ink, in bottles varying from 1 oz to 1 quart. lar feelings, but yon* must not be alarmed—they always
The subscriber will be happy to renew his acquaintance
disappear in from four days to a week. There is never a
For sale by
with bis old patrons at this new and first-class house and
had result from it—on the contrary, when that feeling is
48
J
.
WAKEFIELD
assures them that his experience in the business will be de
gone, you will feel) yourself like a new person, I heard
voted to their comfort.
‘D O RK .— Western Mess and Clear, Boston some of the most extravagant encomiums of it that ever
SAM’L B. BROWN.
an listened to.
-t Clear and Boston Market Clear, a very superior a
Bangor, Dec. 15th, 1855.
3w49
No change of diet ever necessary. Eat the best you can
tide, for sale by
and enough of it.
47tf
E. A. SNOW.
All orders should be addressed to H. H. HAY, a t die

M ost Splendid A ssortm ent o f Goods

TH A CH ER & FO STER,

W

Will be Published December 26th,
THE

EEF,— Western and Vermont Mess, and Ful

B

ton Market Family, a good article, for sale by

B R A N C H O F F I C E IN M A I N E ,
15 Ac 17 M a r k e t S q u a re P o r ta n d ,

This is to certify that H H H AY, D ruggist, Portland,
YITOODEN WARE.—A complete assortment
the duly AU TH O RIZED A G E N T fo r my Medical
VV of all kinds, for sale by
Discoveiy, fo r the S T A T E OF M A IN E , and that he is

m

F O B 1850,

SCH O O L

supplied w ith the G E N U IN E direct from m y Labora\
lory.
DON ALD K E N N E D Y .
Specinl Agents, G W PALMER, Rockland; G J ROBIN
SON, Thomaston; J H EdTABROOK J r ., Camden; M B
HUNT, Rockport.

Collector’s Notice.

CONSULTATION AND ADVICE FREE !
DR KNAPP, begs to assure his friends and the public
that all the Medicines prescribed by him are of a purely
BOTANICAL character, aud he hopes that to the sick vnd
affiicted his great experience and reputation will be a suf
ficient guarantee of his kuowiedge and mastery of the fol.
lowiug diseases:

W ritin g School,

□=» -a .

ASTH M A ,

Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds, Costiveness, Cancerous affec
tions, General Debility, Diseases tending to Consumption,
Dyspepsia, Erysipelas. Headache, Indigestion, Los? of Ap
petite. Liver Complaint, Nervous Affections, Piles, Salt
Rheum, Gravel, Flour Albus, Dysiutery, Lropsy.
„ . ..

T

:

LEI. ,

Coal and W ood Yard.

D ISE A SE S CF T H E E Y E S,

P

Worms, Contracted Sinews. Cramp or Convulsions, Con
stipation; Spinal Complaints, Pain in the Side, Back aud
Shoulders, Rheumatism, Scrofula of all kinds.
ALL COMPLAINTS PECULIAR TO FEMALES !
and all diseases arising from

C O A A e iJ V D

IM P U R IT Y O F T H E B L O O D ,

E X P R E S S

W ritin g School.

J. L. GIOFRAY’S,

S e i^ tle lK I T ^ d r S .I L P I ,

rpifE second term o fN . F. LE EMAN’S

MANUFACTURED FROM

SCH O O L,

will commence on

M o n d a y , J a n u a r y 8 th . 1855.

R O O T S

Coke! Coke!

F

COBB &, M ATH ER’S,

of 300 and 500 lbs., for sale
I N PACKAGES
1
X by

(Dec. 13)

Singing Books.
ALLELUJAH and Cythara, by

H

HIS HOUSE is pleasantly situated on Lime
Rock Street, in the immediate vicinity ol the Post and
Insurance Offices and Banks, in the business part of the
c.ity. Large and extensive additions have been made to the
Old House.- The Halls are large and spacious, the Dining
Room commodious aud of the most modern style. The
arlors nnd Drawing Rooms are roomy and newly furnishThe Sleeping Apartments are pleasant and convenIn the New Building are eight suits of Rooms neatly
it ted and furnished. The Chikawaukie Water is carried to
he third story, and everything for the comfort o f its Patins has been generously done.
C oaches connect with all S te a m e r s coming to or go
ng front the city. It is the General Stage House, as all
itages running from the city make it their Head Quarters.
H orsee Ac C a r r ia g e s furnished at all hours. Charis moderate.
The Proprietor trusts that, by his constant efforts to
lease, his old friends will still continue their favors, and
new will find it a pleasant, social and quiet home, where
their interests and desires will be attended to, and all things
lone to make life joyous and time pass happily.
June 28, 1855.
24
D. B. Bridofobd .
N. T insley Pats.

D. B. BRIDGFORD, & GO.
GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
FOR THE SALE OF

R O C K L A N D L IM E , L U M P A N D

Ground P laster

H E R B S

ROCKLAND, M E.
J. K . M E R R IL L , P R O P R IE T O R .

J. WAKEFIELD.
WAI

CAL

CINED PLASTER, HAY, POTATOES,
CEMENT, Ha IR, Ac.
AIso—Attend to orders for the purchase of Flour, Wheat,
eed, Ac.
Storage .—Merchandise of all descriptions received on
Storage, and Insurance effected a t the lowest City rates.
• large and commodious Warehouses,

Charts.

C o m e r 2O th a n d D o c k Ste., R ic h m o n d , V a .

Coal Tar,

D O O LEY ’S

R eferen 'E s ix R oiiklaxd.—Chas. W . Snow, Benj.
have found it to prove effectual in every case that we have
used it. Therefore we deem it justice to make the virtue p H ARTS of overy description, also Navigators, Litchfield, Edward C. Healey, F. Cobb & Co.
R eferences in R ichmond , Va.—Stearnes A Brum
oj this great nnd invaluable remedy known to the public. x> coast Pilots, Nautical Almanacs, Dividers, Scales,
nell, Edmonds. Davenport A C o., Shields A Somerville.
DISEASES.
Log Books, by
Tinsley, Tardy A Co., Chas. T , Wortham A Co., Raw
J . WAKEFIELD.
Burns,
Fresh Cuts,
iings A Miller, John W . W right A Co. John H. Claiborne,
Scalds,
Sore Nipples,
Ringworms,
Fever Sore,
Suit Rheum,
Eruptions on the Head,
CONSTANTLY on hand -and for sale a t the
Scuid Head,
Piles permonentlycured when
MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE HOTEL,
Old Sores,
properly applied.
GAS WORKS.
REFERENCES.
STATE STREET,....................BOSTON.
J. T. Berry
Mrs. H. H. Burpee,
Wm. Berry
Mrs. D M Mitchell.
ON TH E EU RO PEA N SYSTEM .
Jeremiah Berry Esq.,
Miss A Adams,
THOMAS’
N. C. Woodard Esq,,
Ezra Whitney,
ROBINSON’S,
Rooms per day, 50 cents.
Daniel Cownn,
Dr J W Trussel.
CHRISTIAN,
Lodging per night, 37 1-2 cents.
H. 4 . liurpee,
BAPTIST.
Rooms per week, from $1,50, 82,00 to $3,0®.
P R IC E , 2 5 C en ts p er B O X . A liberal discount
MEMORANDUM,
£ Z A first class Restaurant is attached. This is the moat
mude to dealers.
3
J. WAKEF
convenient Hotel in Boston, for the man of business, being
Sold at Wholesale and retail by the proprietor J L G1OFR A l, No. 1, Custom House Block, Lnp stairs,j Rockland. U U R A P PIN G PAPER, Manufactured by the n the great centre of business.
Boston, Nov.2lst, 1855.
3m46
Common
Maine
VY Hampden Co., of the very best quality. Com
Also—For sale by Druggists generally,
Rockland, Dec. 21, 1855.
49tf
E . R. SPEAR.

Almanacs.

A. Change.

ella p s o f R o ck la n d .

K E N N E B E C ,

i F A R E « F r o iu R o c k la n d lo B o sto n ,
§ 2 ,0 0
“
“ P o r t la n d , 1 ,0 0
In this city, Dec. 30th, of Cousumptiou, Miss Aldxis ,

A N D

j T EAVES Rocklttnd for Portland and Boston, F o u n d o n ly in th e ISL A N D o f S IC IL Y .
j I J every MONDAY, at 12o’clock M., by
HPHIS is to certify, th at we the undersigned
I- have used MR. GIOFRAY’S Samaritan Salve, and
ST EA M E R K E N N E B E C .

nt his rooms in Custom House Block.
All those desirous of acquiring a graceful and rapid hand ' R eturns—FRIDAYS at 12 o’clock M.
are invited to attend.
-x
Office, 1st door North of Berry’s Block.
E . L. LOVEJOY, Agent.
T e rm s— Plain Writing,
$1,00 1
Rockland, Dec. 27 1855.
H tf
Ornamental,
1,50
Pencil Drawing,
3,00
. Crayon Painting,
4,00
Everything but lights furnished. No discount for ab
sence.
OR Sale at the GAS WORKS for the low price of
Rockland, J an 3, 1856.
3wl
12 1-2 cts per bushel.
Rockland, Dec. 26, 1855,

" W o o ls .

W OOD

Hodgiuan Carr <& Co’s,

3w

In this city, Jan. 1, by Rev J. I Brown of Unity, Mr. P O R T L A N D
AND B O S T O N .
Snmuel Haskell to Miss Mary M. Pbilbrick, both of Rock
land.
*
FROM
In this city, Jan 1st, by Rev. J . O. Skinner, Mr. Elbridge
Miss Sylvia W. Payson, both of Hope.
4
L IT T L E T O E -C O R N S G R O W .’ Luce,.to
In Thomaston. Jan. 1st, Mr. Gilbert W . Haskell, and
o t z\
/ x P iu r-re -j
Miss Susan A. Pottle, both of this cityBut there is a remedy, and it is to be found in
In Freedom, Dec. 30th, Mr. Robert M. Oliver, of Rock
Io Mis6 Sarah J. Barlow, of Freedom.
THE W ELL-KNOWN STEAMER
W IGGINGS M E X IC A N C O R N S 7 k L V E r land,
In West Camden, Jan. 1st, by Rev. E. L. Cleveland, Mr
George F. Peyson, of Hope, to Miss Emily F. Hull of
which is
Union,
In Waldoboro, 24th, ult., Mr William Simmons, to Miss
W A R R A N T E D TO C U R E
Mary K. Bramhall, both of Rockland.
or i* e money paid will be refunded.
In Knox, Dec. 30, ny Rev. J . 1 Brown, o f Unity, Mr.
For sale ot the Drug Store of C. P. FESSENDEN.
Ralph Wiggins, to Miss Frfnny Stephenson, both of Knoz.
In Belfast, 25th inst., by Rev. Dr. Palfrey, Capt. Hiram
P R IC E 2 5 C E N T S P E R B O X .
Hodgden to Miss Melissa C. Cottrell, both of this city.
C A P T . C H A ’S- O. C L A R K ,
In Montville 17th in s t, by. G. Clough, Esfl. Mr. W m . D,
Rockland, Jan. 1, 1856.
ltf
Tasker to Miss busan Fuller, both cf M.
ITT ILL leave Foster’s South W harf, Boston,
In Surry 13th inst., by T C Sargent Esq. Mr. Frank H,
’ ’ for Frankfort via Portland, every THURSDAY at 4
W . G. S A R G E N T ,
Merril of Frankfort, to Miss Maria A. Grant of Surry,
o’clock, P. M.; leaving PORTLAND every FRIDAY
In Newcastle, Henry Ingalls., of Wiscasset, to Mary Far moruing at 6 o’clock, arriviug at Rockland at abont 12
'^ T ’lLL pay CASH, and the highest price for ley, of N.
.
o’clock, M.
R eturning —Leaves FRANKFORT for BOSTON, via
B O U N T Y L A N D W A R R A N T S ,’
; PORTLAND, every MONDAY at 6 o’clock, A. M., arrivRockland, June 22,1855.
22tf
{ing at Rockland at about 11 o’clock, A. M

BU R N E T T ’S

,,

T)R Y A PPLES.—A very superior article ol
CONTAINING,—
-Lz nice sliced Dry Apple, for sale by
The Census of Boston, with the complete Statistics of
E. A. SNOW.
Industry in the city, as compiled in pursuance ofthe law of
ALBERT SMITH,
1855:
The Census of Massachusetts of 1855, by towns and
1X7 ILL commence a course of 24 lessons in
counties, complete, carefully compiled from authentic data, OUCH Tax Payers in Rockland, as have not
. » Vocal Mu.ic at the
and showing the population of every town for 185b and O paid their taxes for the Y E A R 1 8 5 5 , are called
1850.
SCH O O L H O U SE ,
Descriptive sketch ol the Public Library of the C ty of PThe coP,|eyctSr may be found at tho offire of the Mayor
Boston, with a full page eagrav.ng of llie new Library
d All|ernlen in BERRY’S BLOCK, every morning from
near the Methodist Church, on
Building 111 Boylston stree t: ......................
. I B till lo o’clock, A. M.
THURSDAY EVENING, JANUARY 3, 1856.
Descriptive sketch of the Mercantile Library Associa
T y THE TAXES MUST BE PAID.
tion, of Boston, with full page view of the new Mercantile
D. M. JAMES, Collector.
Building, Summer street:
Rockland, Dec. 18,1355.
Descriptive sketch, with engraving, of the Monument to
T E R M S .—L a d ies $1,OO, G en tle m e n $l,5O « the Forefathers, to be erected at Plvtnouth under the aus
pices of the Pilgrnm Society :
Rockland, Jan. 1, 1856.
3wl
The incoming Municipal Administration, with the Mu TUTISS S. LIZZIE PITCHER, will commence
nicipal Register of Departm ents:
llL a class in W ritin g;, on
Tbe incoming State Administration, with the Legislature
J. W, RICKER,
Monday Evening, Dec. 2Ath, 1855,
critically classified by parties, and on the Maine Law and
Personal Liberty B ill:
in the SCHOOL HOUSE, nenr N. A. Farwell’s.
X KT
es
Tbe National Government, with the new Congress po
Tuition, fur 12 lessons ineluding books, fifty cents.
litically classified :
BERRY’S BLOCK, MAIN STREET,
Rockland, Dec. 21,1855.
2wCensus of the United States, and Governors of the States
RO CK LAND, M E.
and Territories:
County Officers and sessions of Courts in the State : ’
The Map of Boston :
House, S ig n and Ship P a in tin g , G ra in in g ,
Full page views ot prominent Business structures :
IE subscribers have on hand and and fur
The co&plete Business Directory of Boston, und the usu
Sale nt their yard, opposite the
G la zin g , G ilding and P aper H a n g in g ,
al city information, with a full alphabetical Index :
240 pages in Pearl, being equal to an ordinary octavo of
executed in the best style.
GREGORY SLOCK, NORTH END.
Particular attention paid to Graining, Vuxrnisliing, Polish 500 pages.
ing and Enameling.
P R IC E , 25 C E N T S .
Rockland, Dec. 26, 1855.
50lf
Issued byD A M R ELL* MOORE and GEORGE COOL
IDGE, and sold by all Booksellers and Periodical Dealers. of extra quality at the lowest rates for CASH.
ALSO,—HAY. LUMBER AND BUILDING SAND.
Published by
JOHN P. JE W E T T «t CO.,
O ff ic e on the street, opposite N. Leetnan’s.
N. SLEEPER A CO.
4w49
117 Washington Street.
Rockland, Sept. 26th, 1855.
3m37

Where he can be consulted on all diseases incidental to the
human family’ from 8 o’clock A. M., to 8 o’clock P. M.

O > zi© T r i p

„

T J x L io ia .

S1V G 1Y G

N o . 4 , T h o r n d i k e H o te l,

W R IT IN G

,

CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR’S GIFTS

m

From the South, has arrived, and taken Rooms at

See Certificates next week,
Rockland, Jan- 3, 1855.

r

ZD S

M e rc h a n t T a ilo rs.

G

r£HE Lecture Cominilteof tie Rockland

announce the following lecturta before that association:

THE CELEBRATED

CATARRH,

Lecture Notice.

1

DR. H. K. K N A PP,

M E D I C I N E IN U S E .

His wife had been for a long lime failing—had been undor the doctor’s care about a year, troubled with LIVER
COMPLAINT, INDIGESTION, DYSPEPSIA, A c.
At his earnest soliciiat ion she concluded to try the Health
Restorer, it gave immediate relief, and she is now rejoic
ing in returning health.
C. W . ATW ELL, Deering’s Block, Congress Stree
North Side Market Squure, Portland, General Agent for
Maine.
C. P . FESSENDEN and J . C. MOODY, Agents for
Rockland ; and sold by Druggists and Fancy Goods deal
ers generally.
2w39

F or Sale.
QCHOONER Amanda^7 years old, 70 to n s;

BO STO N ,

SUITABLE TOR

S tage a n d R a ilro a d N otice

Hoist o f X jo tto rs,

AND

The largest and best assortment of

A that all persona Indebted to the subscriber, are hereby
respectfully invited to call and adjuat the same in some
way between thia date and the 10th of January 1856.
Those who cennol make it convenient to pay now can
have their own time by giving a satisfactory due bill and
those who cannot pay at all and have their bills receipted
and commence anew, if they please; but those who disre
gard thia reasonable request will, after the 10th of January
next, find their demands in the hand of Authority with or
ders for immediate collection.
All persons holding demands against ;the subscriber are
also requested to present them.

BEAN STABLER & BROTHER.

UTTER AND CHEESE, not in large quan

B

tities, but iu small Packages, aud of a superior quality

47tf •
by E. A. SNOW.
E . R . SPE A R ,
AS purchased tbe balance of Maps rem ain JQ EW BOX RAISINS —J u st received of

H

big unsold.
Subscribers who have not taken their copies will find .
them at my store.
Gentlemen wishing to purchase will please call soon.
j
45tf
Palmer’s Block, Main Street.

superioi quality, and for sale by

E. A. SNOW

Corner Main and Spring Streets.
Dec, 6,1855,

17tf

TH E subsbriber having purchased the entire

I Stock of Goods of G. L. i E . A . SNOW, and taken

the Store lately ocoupied by them, is prepared to offer to
the public a well selected stock of goods cheap for CASH.
E. A. SNOW.
Rockland, Nov. 22, 2855.
46*
ROBERT BANKIX,

EDWIN R. MILL AU.

R A N K IN A

M IL L A R .

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
— XXD—

SCHOOL BOOKS.
E.

AdCAXTlsle W o r K S ,

K .

SPEA R,

To

Let

!

S H IP
B R O K E R S
S T E A M S H IP A G E N T S , A C .,
R IC H M O N D , V A .

daughter of" C apt . J ohn F. W h it e , aged 15 years, 5 I River fares as usual. Freight taken at usual rates.
DWELLING on Main Street, in the north
Consignments of Eastern Produce,
M. W . FARW ELL, Agent.
months and 10 days.
side of my brick building. Possession given
M A IN S T R E E T , R O C K L A N D , M E .
S prepared to furnish School Books of all
Rockland, Dec. 5; 1855.
In this city. Dec. 27, of a short illness of four days only
HAY, LUMBER, LIME, BRICKS, Ac..
kinds at wholesale and retail.
immediately.
O. B. FALES.
Mrs. Susannah- wife of the late Major Philip Ulmer, sgod
lollclted.
First
Door
North
of
F.
Cobb
&
Co’s
Store.
Rockland,
Nov.
22,1855.____________________
44J
i
79
years,
11
months
and
21
days.
Prepared from Fruits c f the best quality atid highly cod
Rockland, Nov. 16, 1855.
44tf
Kennedy’s Medical Discovery.
Richmond. M irth 7.1855.
_______ lOly
centrated.
Thou art not with us—home is home no longer,
A YER'S Cherry Pectoral and P ills, all warFor most we miss thy gentle presence there ;
L U T H E R L IB B Y ,
for flavoring
JA ranted genuine, by
We strive to pray—but then our grief grows stronger,
AND
HE Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of
J , W AKEFIELD.
Thou art not with us, in the hour of prayer.
CUSTARDS; PIES, BLANC-MANGE, ICE CREAMS,
and the usual varieties of Marble. Work.
this Company will be held at their office on MON
Specimens mnv be. seen nt our SHOP and in all the
je l l ie s , sa uces , Ac., ac.
DaY, January 7, 1855, at 2 o’clock P. M. for the choice of
Music Books.
CEMETERIES ini «his vicinity.
F
or
us
the
holy
name
of
Mother
ever,
These Extracts are not only true to their names, but arc
'
AND
Directors and’any other business that may legally come
Will
have
a
murmuring
sadness
iu
its
tone.
____
Pis
N .B . All work delivered and set up without additional before them.
prepared from fruits of the
quality, and are so highly
A la s.' that death so strong a bond could sever ;
Burtini.
etdenae to the
tl Pnrchtuer.
P O R « 1 . by tbe subscribers, in
eoacentrated that a comparatively small quantity only
Per Order.
Al.w ! that tuou could leave us thus alone.
Flute, Fife, Violin, and Accordeon. ‘ For sale by
M. SUMNER, Secretary.
ne*d be used. Hence it will be perceived that they are
'
A
u
c
k
la
n
d
,
48
J . W A KEFlF-ir
i^ lO N D ,
Der. 27,1655.
cheaper than others which are sold in larger bottles.
, In „Belfast. 16tb inst., Mrs. Clarissa Pinkltam, wile of
Rockland, Dec. 19,1855.
2w49
M A L L E T ’S B U I L D I N G .
£ 7 The attention of C o n fe c tio n e r s , H o t e l I ca p t. D. D. Plnkham, aged 49 years.
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Opposite Congregational Church, M AIN ST R E E T .
TURE, or theory and practv’*- *
K ee p e r s, mid F a m ilie s . I» renpectfiilly inviled In i i„ W b a w l ,2 9 t h fill., Mrs. 8ir«h, widow o fih e Isle
Slhi «llln»ofth»
Dictionaries.
will give puticuli
ing, by Griffith. For
*
(be abovi muned E x trs c :..
( ThomM McCrate. sged 76 years.
IIEM EN W A Y A JO N ES.
be loUctte T '
ante. Atty pinion hiv ‘
They have all the freshness nnd flavor of the delicate
I„ cherry Vatey, III., 23d nit., Joni W . Hansen, need
Fookland,
Dec.
7,
185.5.
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' CAP. Bill, wide and long, Letter1P a - ! WBBSTBB unabrtdBed.
o, which w lj"
fruits from whirii they are prepared, and are less espen- s2 yenrs, former.) of Atkinson, Me.
^ali uiies mid qiixlilio-. Note and C o m m e r c i a l U n i v e r s l t 1'1™’
FEE.—The cel
‘
Io North Hnrdja/Qith inst, Capt. Elisha Carver.
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R EM A R K A B LE DISCOVERY

A Y E R ’ S

IZ/l
IN F O R E T P L A N T S .
A little incident has recently enlivened
R . HALSEY, (of New York,) has discovered me
P arisia n Society. I t is o f no consequence
'T H E Subscriber h dng made large addisione Is your PR O PER TY Insured
dicinal properties in certain plants found growing wild
fo
r
t
h
e
r
a
p
id
c
u r e of
J- to his already larg< nock of STOVES, is now pre
to tell w hether the heroine was F ren ch or
in the forests mid fields, from which he has produced Two
pared io otter purchaser me of the best selected stock of
Remedies which cure the worst forms of Disease. These C O U G H S, C O L D S , H O A R S E N E S S ,
D IR E C T F R O M
Are you Insured in Safe Companies? popular
S p an ish ; will it not suffice to say th a t she
Stoves ever ottered in t s market and would call the at
remedies are
tention of purchasers t< in examination of his Stock be
Bronchitis, W hooping-Cough, Croup,
is young and p retty ?
I am weary of hoping where hoping is untrue,
fore purchasing elsewl «. my stock being entirely new.
D R . H A L S E Y ’S
This heroine had a husband, and this
1 have no old patterns o of date that 1 wish to sell twen
All lair but as fleering aP morning’s bright dew ;
ASTHMA AND CONSUMPTION.
ty per cent less than coi but purchasers may always be
Forest
W
itte
and
Forest
Pills.
1 long for the land whose bright promise alone
husband, being o f a joyous tem peram ent, was
This remedy is offered to the community with the con
sure to And all the lateq p atterfs and improvements at
we feel in an article which seldom fails to realize
la changeless and pure as Eternity’s throne.
my Store.
T he F orest P il ls .—There are three things peculiar to fidence
indifferent to nothing th a t could amuse him.
A u c tio n S a le s .
the happiest effects that can be desired. So wide is the
1 wish to call particul attention to
these Pills alone.
field
of ita usefulness and so numerous the cause of its
I
t
was
his
right,
and
you
shall
see
how
he
1st They neither gripe nor weaken the system. This
INSURANCE
AGENCY,
1 am weary of loving what passes away—
cures,
that
almost every section ol the country abounds in
The Gree Mountain State
because they contain no Drugs or minerals, but that they
excercised th a t right.
The fairest and purest, alas may not stay.:
are the pure virtues of Plants which are ns wholesome as persons, publicly known, who have been restored from al
arming and even desperate disease of the lungs, by its use.
SPOFFORD BLO C K ,
O ne d ay la st week, it happened th a t his
the food we eat.
1 would.fain be at rest where these pariiugs are o’er,
C O O K I .f
2d. They purge most when the stomach and bowels are When once tried its superiority over every other medicine
wife, in m anaging about her chamber, found
Where death and the tomb can divide hearts no more.
AO. 1, B E R R Y ’S BLOCK.
I have set up over tw hundred of these Stoves the last
most billious and foul, after this their efficacy enters the of its kind is too apparent to escape observation, and where
J fla in S tree t, R o c k la n d .
year, and have yet to lea of one that has uot given per
blood? and the process of purifyiug goes on until all humor its virtues are known, the public no longer hesitate what
among h er effects a p air of slippers. These
antidote to employ for the distressing and dangerous affec
feet
satisfaction.
Call
i|d
examine
this
stove
before
purAVE
this
day
received
from
NEW
YORK,
I am weary of seeking the pleasures of earth,
and disease are expelled from the system.
slippers were o f w hite satin.
j chasing elsewhere.
a large and complete Stock of
3d. A cure.is certain in all cases, for which they are tions of the pulmonary organs, which are inedient to out
Its gay-gilded visions all fade at their birth,
~Tf II. COCHRAN, thankful for the liberal recommended, uud they cure without affecting the bowels climate.
‘G
ood,’
said
she,
‘there
is
to
be
a
ball
Nothing has called louder for the earnest enpuiry of med
Its pleasures are fleeting and transient at best*
F O R E IG N A N D
D O M E S T IC
THE SNOW BIRD AIRTIGHT.
patronage he has heretofore received, in bur slightly.
men, than the alarming prevalence and fatality of
this evening, I will w ear them .' She took
T he F orest W ine . -The medicinal properties of the ical
But on yonder bright shore we shall all be at rest.
tends for the future to devote his whole time Forest
complaints,! or has auy one class of diseases
W’ine are different from those of' the Piils, but the consumptive
This stove is the or C O O K I N G S T O V E that
them out and tried them on. The slippers
had
more of their investigation and care. But as yet no
exclusively
to
the
efficacy of each remedy harmonize together; and iu the adequate
has given perfect satisfa iion for burning Coal, hundreds
remedy has been provided, on which the public
of testainonials can beg »n of this Stove in this city.
cure of some disorders one Remedy is as important to the could depeud for protection from attacks upon the respira
were too small and her feet would n o t go
T h e W id o w B e d o tt P a p e r s.
Direct from AUCTION SALES and the latest IMPORother as water and food are for our existence. 1 have point tory organs, until the introduction cf the Cherry Pectoral •
I have nil the other la >t improvements in Cookiug and
INSURANCE BUSINESS,
into them.
T a TIO \'S, consisting of i 'ery variety of
ed out in the following directions some of the cases which This ai title is the product of a long laborious, and I be
heating Stoves, Ship Cai looses and Furnaces.
This capital book, is now published by
only the Pills, and other cases which require only lieve successful endeavor, to furnish the community with
M eanwhile the husband m ade his ap p ear
in all its branches, andiholds himself in readi require
D erby, New York, and will soon find its way
the Wine ; also some of the cases which require both the
HOUSE A NljSHIP PLUMBING,
ness to give any information relating to the Wine and the Pills to ensure the cure The combined ac such a remedy. Of thia last statement the American peo
ance.
such as all WOOL THIBETS, BLACK and W H ITE, .
.
ple are now themselves prepared to judge, and I appeal
to our book stores. The widow B ed o tt (says
same, and carefully and promptly to attend to tion of both Remedies have a more powerful and search with confidence to their decision. If there is any depen
BROWN and PINK, GREEN and RED, BLUE
I done b.v experienced wo;i men and warranted. ?
‘W hose are these slippers ?’ dem anded the
ing efficacacy, and cure sooner than either remedy alone in dence to be placed in what men of every class and station
S.M . VEAZ1E.
the New Y ork M irror,) is a creature o f im 
and ORANGE, MAROON and ROSE.
all business entrusted to his care.
all such cases as I have recommended them together.
wife, pushing her foot into the w hite satin. Also all the
N o . 3 B e th o v e n B lo c k .
trimmings
to
match.
certify
it has done lor them, if we can trust our owu sen
agination alone, but h er counterpart abounds
E. U. C. would call attention to some of the O.ne purgative dose of the Forest Pills is warranted to ses, when
Rockland, Nov, 7, 1855
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we see dangerous affections of the throat and
The husband looked down and became
Companies for which lie is agent, the same be cure any Bilious disorder, or any complaint arising from lungs yield io it, if we can depend on the assurance of in
T w o E tu n d re d .
as truly here, as there is a ‘ skeleton in every
foul
stomach
or
morbid
condition
of
the
bowels.
red, and a hopeless fellow !
telligent Physicians, who make it their business to know,
pieces of beautiful styles COBURGS in all the rich and
ing near homo and known to be perfectly safe
house.’ She is • native, and to the manor
Ouc or two purgative doses will cure Fevers.
short, if there is any reliance upon anything, then is it
‘ These slip p e rs! they belong to you,’ he fashionable shades. O f all prices and descriptions from
and honorable in the adjustment of their losses.
One Box of the Pills and a Bottle of the Wine are war in
iirefutably proven thut this medicine does relieve and does
born ’ the exclusive p roperty o f the A m eri
1 5 c e n ts to o n e d o lla r p e r yard*
ranted to break up and cure the most severe Colds, Coughi cure the class of diseases it is designed for, beyond any
replied a t once.
and Pain in the Breast. (I have never tried my remedies and nil others that are known to mankind. If this be
can people ; and h er character has never been
in the most advanced stages of Consumption, and cannot true, it cannot be too freely published, nor be too widely
‘To me ! don’t you see I cannot g et them
Holyoke Insurance Company.
so graphically sketched, as she -has done it
warrant them to cure it,) but old and seated Colds, and known. The afflicted should know it. a remedy that
Coughs, and Pain in the Breast, these remedies cure sooner cures i^ priceless to them. Parents should know it, their
h erself in the present volume, through th e o n ? ’
SALES.
MASS.
One
hundred
and
fifty
pieces
o
f
R
IC
H
than anything I ever knew or heard of.
To find slippers and not to be able to w ear
children are priceless to them. All should know Fit, for
BY
medium of the pen o f M rs. B . W . W hitcher,
One Bottle of the Wine and a Box of the Pills are war health can be priced to no one. Not only should it be cir
C a p ita l,! § 4 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
and desirable
them— w hat a disappointm ent!
ranted to cure the Asthma, but some bad cases require culated here, but everywhere, not only in this country but
the w ell known contributor to G odey’s L a d y ’s
A. Story , President.
J . T. B urnham, Sec’y. more*
‘ I t is because your feet have swelled so,’
all countries. How faithfully we have acted on this convic
D
R
E
S
S
S
I
L
K
S
,
The Forest remedies give immediate relief to Dyspepsia tion, is shown in the fact that already this-article has made
Book.
continued the husband, ‘ you dance so m uch.’ Which for beauty of finish and texture cannot be equalled
and indigestion, and one or two Boxes and as many bot the circle of the globe. The sun never sets on its limits.—
No. 1 Barrett’s BuiUtg, opposite Brook Wharf
H ere is a specimen o f the widow’s indig
in
New
England,
and
they
can
be
sold
from
10
to
15
per
tles
are
warranted
to
cure
the
most
severe
cases
of
this
Conway
Insurance
Company,
No continent is without it? and hilt few peoples. Although
The wife rejoined, the husband would not cent lower than the same quality of goods can be sold in ■ ^ y ilE R E may lyffund a good assortment
distressing complaint.
nation— a t the old gentlem an for whom she
uot iu so general use in other nations as iu this, it is em
The efficacy of the Forest Remedies in Rheumatism
relinquish the point, and the slippers went the STATE.
CONWAY, MASS.
ployed by the more intelligent in almost all civilized coun
h ad ‘ set her cap,’ but who ‘proposes,’ for
very singular; some of the most distressing cases I ei
tries. It is extensively employed in both Americas—m
flying out o f the window.
C a p ita l/, 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 .
satv have been cured by them in ten or twelve days’ time, Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia and the far off islands of
th e hand of her daughter instead o f her
D r y G rood s,
while some other cases, (apparently not so bad,) it took the sea. Life is as dear to its possessors there us here, and
E ight days afterw ards the husband look
J. S. WniTNEV, Presidrlt.
J , II. S pkaove. Sec’y. nearly three months before the complaint yielded to the ef
self:
adapted to the present fld approaching season, such as,
they grasp at a valuable emedy witli even more avidity
F O R
C L O A K S ,
ing for a p a ir o f gloves, found some which
ficacy of ihe Remedies. This sometimes may be owing than ourselves. Unlike most preparations of its kind, it
M r. Crane— 1 W ell, W idder— I ’ve been
to a broken-down constitution, but more frequently to is an expensive conposition of costly material. Still it is
w
a s ,
< 1 Pentucket Insurance Company,
he w anted to w e a r ; he slipped in a finger, Ten pieces o f Black, G reen, B lue and M a
some kind of narcotic drag taken at some former period, afforded to the public at a reasonably low price, and what
thinking about taking another companion—
for I have always noticed it took longer to cure patients is o f vastly more importance to them ,its quality is never
he slipped in two, but the glove would not
roon Silk V elvet
Cashmere, Long andiquare Shawls, a good assortment
and I thought I 'd ask you— ’
HAVERHILL, MASS.
who had taken mercury and other poisonous drugs.
suffered to decline from its original standard of excellence.
of Scotch and Bay StiL Long and Square Shawls; Silk
go on. M oreover the gloves h ad been worn.
Ulcers, Boils, Blotches, Scabbed Head, Ring- Every bottle of this medicine, now manufactured, is as
W idow — * O, M r. Crane, excuse my com
A. I. Sawyer , Sec’y.
Velvet and Lady’s Clok for Cloaks; and the latest style of W. Godell , President;
The husband frowned.
Worm, Erysipelas, Salt Rheum. Sore Eyes, and ever) good as ever has been made heretofore, or as we are capa
Ladies’ Ready.made Clliks always on hand
motions— its so onexpected. J e s t hand me
kind of llumor. I have never witnessed anything so cer ble of making. No toil or cost is spared, in maintaining it
F R IN G E S
TO M A T C H ,
‘ Eli, m adam e ! w hat is this ?’ he dem and
Atlantic Insurance Company,
tain and complete as the Forest remedies in the cure ol m the best perfection which it is possible to produce.—
th a t are bottle o’ eamfire off the mentlery
D R ESS G O O D S.
these complaints. They all arise from the common cause Hence the patient who procures genuine C herry P ector
ed o f his wife, on presenting him self before as we have these fringes made expressly for our trade, we
sh elf—I ’m ru th e r faint— dew p u t a leetle
have no hesitation in saving to our customers that we can
EXJTER,
N.
H.
—IMPURE
BLOOD. Generally, nothing but the Piils art al , can rely on having as good an article as has ever been
A fine assortment of 111 Wool, Plain and Plaid Thibeis,
her w ith the gloves on the tips o f his fin sell
for the cure of most of these disorders ; but ii bad by those who testify to its cures.
m ite on my handkerchief and hold to my
Coburgs, Cashmeres, Smyrna and .Caledonian Clath, De M. Saunders, Presida!.
W x. P. Mollton , Sec’y. required
both Remedies are used, two Boxes of the Pills and two
By pursuing this course I have the hope of doing some
C L O A K T R IM M IN G S ,
gers.
Lains,
Alpacas,
mohair
Ac
Ac
nuz. There— th a t'll dew— I ’m obleeged tew
& ~ T h e above Companies Insure on the Stock or three bottles of the W ine’s warranted to cure the verj good in the world, as well as the satisfaction of believing
per cent cheaper than any other HOUSE in
A largi lot of All W >1and Cotton and*Wool Cashmere
‘ This ? I t is a p air of gloves,’ said she twenty-five
>worst cases, and frequently by less than hull the quantity i hat much has been done already.
in this city.
D etains, Plain, Plaid a i Figured.
ye— now I ’m ru th e r more composed— you
Principle.
|
Two
Boxes
of
the
Pills
ai
d
ns
many
Bottles
of
the
PREPARED
BY DR J. C-AYER. PRACTICAL AND
ALSO,
—
All
shades
of
calmly.
j Wine, is warranted to cure the worst case of Jaundice.
m ay perceed M r. Crane.
ANALYTICAL CHEMIST, LOWELL, MASS.
Female obstructions, produced from bad colds or weak‘ P a rb le u ! I see th a t very well— b u t ALL WOOL AND COTTON AND WOOL
2d A j s r
a s o
Sold in Rockland by C. P. FESSENDEN and F; G.
M r. Crane— ‘ W ell, W idder, I was going
i ly constitutions: a few doses of the Forest Wine is war- COOK
Thomaston
Nut.
Fire
Insurance
Com.
; Camden, fl. Estabrook, Jr.; Thomaston, O. W .
LADIES CLOTH,
whom do they belong to ? ’
' ranted to cure the most distressing forms of these comRed, Yellow, Grey, V rite and Figured Wool and Cot
to ask you w hether— w hether— ’
W arrenS B. Wetherbee 4 Son and by Drug
of all prices from 75 cents to $3,00 per yard.
j plaints ; and if the wine be followed up a lew weeks. Jordan;
ton and Wool,
THfMASTON, ME.
‘ To you, apparently.’ ,
gists everywhere.
4m42
W idow— ‘ Continuer, M r. Crane— dew—
i these derangements will not occur again. The wine exOne hundred pieces
E.
R
obinson
,
Presiifcit.
W
.
R.
K
e
ith
,
See’y.
‘
In
d
eed
!
look
you!
it
is
impossible
for
i
actly
suits
the
female
constitution,
and
gives
strength,
vigor
B
leached
and
U
nbleached
I know it’s tuerible em barrisin. I rem ember
ALPINES.
i
snd
blooming
health,
'
_
ALPACAS and
when my dezeased husband m ade his suppo me to get into them, and besides some one
C O T T O I
F L A N N E L
Debility, Emaciation, Night Sweats, and
Great Falls Mutual Insurance Company,
MOHAIRS,
j Weakly State of the Constitution. The Forest Wine
FOR THE CURE OF
sitions to me, he stam m ered and stutered, has worn them .’
some beautiful STYLES at very low prices.
! popular remedy for all these complaints, one to three BotA large lot of
‘
A
h
!
then
the
gloves
belong
to
the
same
SOMERSWORTH, N. II.
an d was so awfully flustered it did seem as
!
ties
cure the worst cases without the use of the Pills ; but
ASTHMA AMD COJSSUMPTION.
F ifty pieces splendid Shades
person
who
owned
the
slippers.
Y
ou
recol
I. G* J ordan, President.
H. Y. H ayes, Sec’y. I when the complaint is accompanied with some other disGins
Itaqs
and
P
rints.
if he'd never g it it out in the world, and I
N E W A X D V E R Y W O N D E R F U L !:
{ order the Pillsalso will be required.
ALL WOOL AND COTTON AND WOOL
a million of Boxes and Bottles have been sold with
suppose it’s ginerally the case, a t least it has lect th e slippers th e other d ay ?,
Farmers &• Mechanics Mutual Company, ■! in Over
as
The husband flew into a passion, the wife
the last two years in the United States uud Canadas.—
D E L A I N E S
been w iith all th a t’s m ade suppositions ter
I Letters and certificates to the amount of many thousands
very cheap
GORHAM, ME.
Bleached a n d U '/leached Sheetings and
i have been received testifying to the cures and good effects Brought home to the door of the Million.
me— ye see they’re ginerally oucertain about burst into a laugh.
J . H anson, President.
J . P ierce , Sec’y. ! of these Remedies.
I have found slippers, you find g lo v es:
w hat kind o f an ansur they’re going to git,
My Forest Wine is in large square bottles, One Dollar
S h irtin g s, T ichngs, D rillin g s, fyc. tf-c.
we
are
q
uits,’
said
she.
per Bottle, or Six Bottles for Five Dollars. Forest Pills
t MOST WONDERFUL DISCOVERY ha« recently
A large Stock of
and it kind o’ makes ’em narvous. B u t when
Rockingham
Mutual
Company,
Twenty-five Cents per Box.
i l been made by DR. CURTIS, of this city, in the treat
The
husband
pouted
for
tw
enty-four
hours,
CASHMERE LONG & SQUARE SHAWts'
an individdiw al has reason to s’pose his at
W
«
« 8 K .
General Dejiot, No. 64 Walker Street, New York.
ment of Consumption, Asthma, and all diseases of the
of all grades and prices from $3,50 to 35,00.
after
which
he
asked
for
a
tre
a
ty
o
f
peace.
A
oents .—«C. P. FESSENDEN, Rockland ; G. I. ROB
Lungs.
We refer to “ D r . C urtift’wHygenii'Or I n 
(EXETER,
N.
II.
tachm ent's reciprocated, I don’t see w hat
INSON, Thomaston.
421y
h a lin g H y g ea u V a p o r and C h erry S y ru p .” —
A L S O ,— A ll description of
Table Cloths, Napkin ; Damask for Toweling, Damask • M. S anborn, President.
W. P. Moulton , Sec’y
With this new method, Dr. C has restored many attlicted
reason there is of his bein’ flustered— tbo’ I . The negotiations were made, and the wife
Covers,
Check’d
Camb
c,
Lawns,
Muslins,
Linen
and
Cot
j
~
~
ones to health, as an evidence o f which hehasinnurnerable
L O N G
A N D
S Q U A R E
m ust say it’s quite em barassin’ to me— pray agreed to them. A fit out o f a cloak of
ton Shirt Bosoms, and ady’ Handkerchiefs.
Hope springs Exulting from its Use, certificates Speaking of the treatment, a physician re
R ussian sables defrayed the expenses o f the
E 11. Coelinn will also take risks for Phila
“ I ’ is evident that inhaling—constantly" breathing
continuer.’
while Doubts fleeing away, give place marks,
E M
B H u B O
I E S
an agreeable, healing vapo1-—the medicinal properties must
delphia
Coinpinics
and
Hartford,
Connecticut.
which
will
be
sold
cheaper
than
ever
before.
campaign.
M r. C.— * W ell then, I w ant to know if
come indirect contact with the whole tcrial cavities of the
to conviction most triumphant.
I
u
accepting
it,
the
wife
smiled—
‘
See
lungs,and
thus escape the many and varied changies pro
Rich and Cheap Curtin Muslins, Cambric and Muslin 1
you’re w illing I should have M elissy ?’
L IF f IN S U R A N C E ,
upon them when introduced into the stomach, and
—2
- J
bands. Embroidered Ualdkerctiiefs, Chcmiaetla, Under- xr . j • r, 1
•
c
, .
how good I am ,’ said she, ‘ I am w illing to
Be kind enough, Reader, to give
i ntiou one mo duced
W idow — • The d ra g o n ! ! ’
subject to the process of digestion. The Hygenia is for
E N G L I S H . S C O T C H A N D A M E R I - s le e v e s , C o i h w and Iu fa . s W n ia r s ’
’
effected in Companies of good standing.
m
ent,and
you
will
learn
what
sale at all the Druggist’s throughout the country.—[New
X B. Alliapplicatinos for insurance will be
M r. C.— 11 hain’t said anything to her acknowledge th a t these gloves, these famous
CANS PRINTS ANU GINGHAMS
York Dutchman of Jan 14.
C. A. RICHARDS’
attended t3 with the utmost care and promptThe Inhaler is worn on the breast, underthe linen, with
about it yet— thought the proper w ay was to gloves belong to my cousin who lent them to o f all prices from 5 to 20 ceuts per yard.
out the least inconvenience, the heal of the body being suf
me
to
assist
me
iu
taking
revenge
upon
y
o
u
;
A B B O T T -B IT T E R S
lilack. Grey. Mixed, aill White all sizes Ladies’ Ilose, ’
. (X
io -r
get your consent first. I rem ember when I
T IC K IN G S , D R IL L IN G S ,
ficient to evaporate the fluid Hundreds of cases of cures,
i
Children’s Hose and Lggins, Knit Scarfs, Hoods and
KocklunCl,(XOV. i , loOO.
43tf
ARE GOOD FOR.
give
them
to
me,
and
hereafter
if
I
find
no
like
the following might be named
courted Trypheny we were engagod some time
B leached and Unbleached Sheeting and {Jackets
One package of the Hygeana hss cured me of the Asth
They have been made and sold 40 Years—8 years by the
before mother K enipe knew anything about more slippers, you shall find no more gloves.’ hirtings in great abundance.
J F K kesberry ,
present proprietor, and note this great truth; he has facts in ma of six years standing.
T R IM M IN G S .
S T
S
’ his possession, showing that they haved cure and helped
P M, of Duncannon, Pa.
it, and when she found it out she was quite
YY
I am cured of the Asthma of ten years’ standing by Dr.
' thousands, yea thousands o f cases o f
Fancy Buttons ithTfcsels, Nouviante Galoon, Velvet
A b o u t B o a rd in g .
AND
Curtis’s Hygeana
Margaret E aston,
p u t out because I d id n ’t go to her first. So (
Elastic Ribbons, Yelv Ribbons, and Velvets in great
_
INDIGESTION,
Brooklyn, N Y
when I m ade up my m ind about M elissy,
A
‘ D on’t ta lk to me about keeping house,’ B lankets o f all sizes, Tweeds, S atin etts, and variety. A lsnunexieus e stock of Bonnet Ribbons at
Mrs. Paul, of N o.5 Hammond-street, N Y was cured of
W
Jtrfc. 3 5 3 a Nervous debility.
Sickness at Stomach,
less prices than they can bought of our neighbors.
i
a severe case of Bronchitis by me Hyageana
thinks me, I ’ll dew it rig h t this tim e and you w ill hear a young bride s a y ; ‘ I will a good stock of STUFF for
DertiDRement of theDi- W ater Brash, Humors
RockUud, October 5, 1^55
38tf
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The Rev Dr C heever , of’New York, testifies of our
speak to the old woman first— '
B O Y S ’ W E A It ,
medicine iu the following language-.—
board and be free from care, trouble, and
gestive Functions,
Colds and Coughs,
FALL A TD WINTER
TVidow— 1O ld woman, hey ! th a t's a p u rty the annoyance o f servants.’ A ll very well RED, BLUE, GREY, W HITE AND FIGURED
New York, Nov. 15, 1854.
Depression of uiind and Costiveness, Jaundice,
D ear S ir —I think highly of Dr Curtis’s Hygeana, as a
I
Spirits,
nam e to call m e ! am azin perlite tew ! W hat, im agined. B u t the reality is not always so i
Flatulency, Rheurna remedy
in diseases of the throat and lungs. Having had
C 1 i O t )h
N G
.
I
Oppression
after
Eattism,
some
opportunity
to
testify
to
its efficacy, I am convinced
Melissy, hey ! T ribbelation ! G racious sakes agreeable. H e re is the other_side, presentCQ T T Q y p L ^ N EL
that it is a most excellent medicine, both the syrup and the
Female Obstructions,
1 inga liv e ! well I ’ll give it up n o w ! I always ed by a correspondent o f the H om e Jo u rn al.
inhaling application to the chest
BROADCLOTHS,
DOESKINS,
i
Acid
Stomach,
Loss
of
Appetite,
Also, all the shades of
Prof S C enter writes us as foloowa:—
know’d you was a simpleton, Tim Crane, but H e s a y s :—
G entlemen :—I have recently haa occasion to test your
I Sick Headache,
iPain in the Side,
C A S S I M E R E S , V E S T IN G S & C .
I confess I didn’t think you was such a big
W o o le n Y a r n s .
Cherry syrup and Hygeana Vapor, in a case of Chronic
‘ I t is not living— if is onlv staying— to
AND
sore
throat, that had refused to yield to other forms of
fool— w ant M elissy dew J’e ^ Tf th a t don’t. be in a house full o f strangers, w ith whom
W H I T E
G O O D S .
treatment, and the tesult has satisfied me, that whatever
C. G . M O F F I T T ,
Torpor o f the Liver and Bow els*
b ea t a l l ! \\ hSt an everlastin old c a lf you I we have no feelings in common,— i f disa- W hite. L in en , L in en Bosoms, Linen D amask,
Reader! You are appealed to earnestly. Don’t say “ if may be the composition of your preparation, it is no im
NO. 1 WILSON BLOCK,
I only could believe this to be itrue! 1 have some of tht position, but an excellent remedy, 1 wish for the sake ofthe
rnust be to spose she d look a t you. V hy rrreeable to you, still compelled to meet them,
D am ask f o r Toweling, D am ask Covers,
afflicted, that il.might be brought within the reach of alj
above complaints, and I would take the medicine at
now offering for aile a t COST, a new and
y er old enough to be her father, and more | morning, noon, and n ig k t; and i f agreeable,
if I could only have confidence.” IT IS TRUE; it :
Dr J ohns, ope of the most celebrated Physicians in New
N a p kin s a n d Doyles, Check d Cam
G. L. S M IT H ,
■veil selected STOCK nf
honest
truth, if ever therefwas one spoken. Come then, York, writes as follows:—
tew — Melissy a in t only in her tw enty-oneth | to have" your tim e encroached upon, your
bric and L aw n, NancsookM usif
your
miud
is
irritable,
discontented,
uud
gloomy,
if
y
FALL AND VINTER GOODS,
Dr C i rtis —Dear S ir ;<-Having witnessed the excel
S T O R E . C U ST O M H O U S E B L O C K .
y ear. W h a t a reedtekilous idee for a man | room entered a t all times, tak in g aw ay all
have severe Cclie Pains after eating your fond,—if yc
lent effects ci youi Hygeana. or inhaling Hygeana Vapor
lin Broicn L 'a g n and
embracing
body begins to waste, or your strength to fail you,—if yo
and Cherry Syrup, in u case of chronic Bronchitis, and be
lie has a large assortment of Stoves countenance
y y n EEKE
f
o’ your age ! as g ray as a r a t tew ! 1 w under !sense o f privacy or re tire m e n t: if in trouble
Embossed Table Covers.
assumes
a
haggard
and
sallo
^
aspect,—if
y
ing
much in favor of counter-irritation in artections of the
E N G L IS H , F R E N C H A N D G E R M A N
and
llard
W
are
Goods.
Having
made
additions
to
’ »
J
have a difficulty in lying on your left side,—if your skin is rhroat, Bronchial tubes and lungs, 1 can therefore cheer
w hat this world’s cornin’ te w : ’tis ’stonnishin or j Oy, you feel compelled to hide all traces
his extensile Stock of
D A M A S K ,
dry and shrivelled,—if you have an appetite weak and va fully recommend your Medical apparatus us being the most
B
R
O
A
D
C
L
O
T
H
S
,
w hat fools old w iddiwers will m ake o’ them-1 froln the gaze of strangers. To lack the
riable, and perhaps entirely destroyed,—if your whole sys convenient and effectual mode of applying anything of the
S ilk and W orsted, W orsted, and Cotton and
tem is languid, especially during the process of digestion. kind I.have ever seen. No doubt, thousands of persons
selv e s! H ave M elissy !
j comforts o f a home, to ea t w hatever others
DAMASK, FOR CURTAINS
—if you have a constant uneasy feeling in the stomach,— may
P la in , B la c k and F a n c y C assim eres,
be relieved, ami many cured by using your medicines.
M r. C.— ‘ M hy w idder, you surprise me— ! choose you should, cooked as they please, in all the fashionable shades.
why, you have only a fit of INDIGESTION! and these
1 must here be allowed to confess that I am opposed to
great Bitters are made to cure Indigestion, and they will do prescribing
a choice assortment of Doeskins.
or using secret compounds, but this little neat
I ’d no idee o f being tre ated in this w ay :tf-, whether sick or well, living u nder a system
V V T u Q
it,
too,—and
ail
its
attendant
ills;
and
while
at
first
it
gent
IS AVi £> i i L
ly contrived article, and its effects in the case above alluded
it. u J o
ly stimulates the Stomach, cieunsing and removing these to, have iffifuced me to speak in its favor.
te r you d been so polite to me, and made such i o f surveilance, alm ost equal to th a t describtroublesome agents,
„
,
,
NICE AND CHEAP CURTAIN MUSLIN, PLAIN, FIGURED tlND FANCY VESTINGS, offers thejtvhole for sale
You are at liberty to use this in any way you may think
a fuss over me and the girls.’
I ed
-J, >,by
—™
-----------------------B ay a rd la y lo r, as existing among the
muslin and cambric edging and in propei.
Respectfully, yours, Ac.
I T A C T S U P O N T H E S K IN ,
Superior S atin and A lpaca do.
W idow — ‘ shet your head, Tim C rane— Jap an ese ; feeling only free when your door
V E R Y LOW F O R C A SH ,
C. JOHNS, M. D.
SEBTch?E F^\“n d ’collars a NDKER'
removing morbid or vitiated humors, beautifying the
No 609 Houston street N Y
nun o’ y e r sass to me. There’s y e r h a t on is locked for the night, to feel constantly
face, kindling life and energy? in your entire <rume; then.
un dersleeves ,
N. B.—Dr Curtis’s Hygeana is the ORIGINAL and ON
R
E
A
D
Y
H
A
D
E
C
L
O
T
H
IN
G
,
and
can
enitmerute
as
many
different
kinds
of
Reader,
will
the
world
no
longer
look
dark
and
gloomy;
no
IA’ GENUINE AR TICLE; ail others are base imitations
th a t are table, and here’s the door— and the obliged to entertain the company, and (worst ^ thhc" i Wi,h aI1 1,18 elcel,:IUS u’ua"y called f“r uuder
longer will your dearest hopes be banished and thrust aside or vile and INJURIOUS counterfeits. Shun them :as you
Manufactured expressly for the market, which iu style
but with
sooner yer put one and m arch out o’ t ’other, o f all,) be entertained, to be w ailed upon by !
would POISON.
and Workmanship, is equal to most custom work,
OFFICE, PARLOR, COOK, AND
among
which
may
be
found
th e b etter it’ll be for you. A nd I advise uniidy. careless servants, obliged to keep , , , ,
H
E
A
L
T
H
A
N
D
S
T
R
E
N
G
T
H
.
,
These are AU des0nPtl011 a n J Pricesyou afore you try to g it m arried agin, to go everything under lock and key
B a
s
m
a s s .
You
will
go
forth
into
the
world,
to
say
with
thousands
o
OVER COATS, COATS, FROCK COATS,
CAMBOOSE STOVES,
others, C A R ichards’ A bbott Bitters have done won
out west and see’f yer w ife’s cold— and a rte r a few o f th e pleasures o f boarding out,
SACKS, PANTS AND VESTS
H A ./) .0 A*-I
<Z?
The world is astonished at the wonderful cures perform
ders for me. Living witnesses are ready to testify to the
y e r satisfied on th a t pint, je st put a leetle which so m any choose in preference to a
of all styles and qualities, prices, colors mid styles. Also (all of approved patterns and handsome designs,) as can statement above made. Thirty years and upwards ole ed by the CRAMP AND PAIN KILLER, prepared by
J A A l A A l A A A4 W ,3
Doctor Abbott introduced this medicine. It has been eight CURTIS AND PERKINS. Its equal has never been
lam p black on y er h air— t ’would add to yer hom e.’
V E L V E T T A P E S T R Y , T H R E E P L Y , INDIA RUBBER COATS, PANTS & CAPS. he found at any other similar establishment in the city.— years in the possession of Mr. Riehurds, neithei of whom known for removing pain in all cases; for the cure of Spi
In uddition to the above may be found
have advertised it, leaving it to its own merits, to w^rk iu nal Complaints, Cramp in the Limbs and Stomach, Rheu
appearance ondoubtedly and be o f sarvice
S U P E R F I N E A N D CO M M ON
I n the Gents Furnishing Line
own way. Now, in view of its great curative propertie, matism in all its forms, tfillious, Colic, Chills and Fever,
CARPETING.
to y er— when ye’ve got y er h air fist, jest
Burns, sore throat and Gravel, it is decidedly the best rem
BRITANNIA, JA PA N AND TIN WARE. —in view of a duty which every one owes to the public, ii edy
we have any quantity o f
in the world Evidence o f the most wonderful cures
T he P r o fe sso r an d S tu d en t.
is being put before the people as it should have been Ion;
Also—COTTON AND W O OL: OIL CLOTH, STRAW
splinter the spine o’ y er back— t ’wouldn’t
ago, through the medium of the press. The Label is Copy performed by auy medicine, are on circulars in the hands
and HEMP RUGS of all descriptions.
Shirts, Bosoms, Collars and Ties, Suspend
righted, and each bo.tie, for the protection of the consu of Agents.
h u rt y er looks a m ite— you’d be intirely onA professor o f L a tin in the U niversity of As we purchase these goods at agents prices, we can sell
P o rcelain an d B ra s s K e ttle s .
C.
P. Fessenden Agent for Rockland ; Carlton «fc Nor
mers
and
proprietor,
bears
the
portrait
of
Doctor
Win.
them
at
a
lower
figure
than
the
same
goods
can
be
Lought
ers, Ild k s,, Gloves and H osiery.
resistable i f you was only a leetle grain Edinburgh, now no more, having desired the for elsewhere.
wood, (Rockport;) Camden, W M. Cook, Thomaston;
Abbott, together witli the signature of
Ira Gilman, St.George; Johnson
Fuller, W arren; J . U
TABLE AND POCKET CUTLERY.
stra ite r.’
students to give a list o f their names in L atin,
C. A . R IC H A R D S , Proprietor,
T R U N K S , V A L IS E S , C A R P E T B A G S ,
Estabrook <Sc Son, Camden Harbor.
M r. C.— ‘ W ell, I never !’
89 Stale Street, Boston.
' was g reatly surprised a t seeing w ritten on a
May 18, 1855.
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UMBRELLAS, &c„ Ac.
October, 16, 1855
6m40
3 0 0 0 P o u n d s o f
Registers and Ventilators.
W idow— ‘ H old y e r tongue— y er consarn- slip o f paper the nam e ‘ Jo an n es Ovum N o 
PURE LIVE GEESE FEATHERS,
The above goods will be sold for CASH much lower
Try It! Try It!! Try It!!!
ed old coot y er— I tell ye there’s y e r h at and vum .’
T
H
IR
T
Y
TRAKS’
CASTSTEEL AND IRON SHOVELS,
Coastantly on hand at prices ranging from 17 to 50 cents than the same quality can be purchased eust of Boston.—
th ere’s the door— be off w ith yeiself quick
A fter in vain seeking for a translation of per
Customers are invited to call and prove the fact.
EXPERIENCE OF AN OLD NURSE.
pound.
RoekUnd. Sept. 21, 1855.
3m36
G. W. STONE’S
metre, or I ’ll give y e a hyst w ith the broom- this, he a t last became convinced th a t it was
H O U SE A N D S H IP PU M PS.
M R S . W IN S L O W .
stick .’
j either one o f those d ark L a tin passages,
We manufacture the best article of BATTING in NEW
L IQ U ID
C A T H A R T IC
An experienced Nurse and Female Physician
ENGLAND, which is made from the Lest of materia), and
MORSE BROTHERS,
M r. C.— ‘ G em m eni!'
,
■which even th e skull o f B entley would have put
AND
C o o K in g
X i a n s o s . presents to the attention o f Mothers her
up in POUND BUNDLES, and will be sold to the
MANUFACTURERS OF
Trade or at Retail at a very small advance from cost.—
W idow, rising— ‘ G it out, I say— I h a i n t . failed in solving, or it was a hoax,
! marble mantles of beautifu l d esig n ,
ONE AND A HALF TONS NOW IN STOREa gwine to stan here and be insulted under | H e therefore next day, iu the class, read
The most important discovery ever made in Medical Sci
above men: ioned Stock with a host that we have
my own ruff—and so— g it along— and if out the three d ark words, and desired the notThe
i Those in want of GOODS in the above line are respeclJEOLLANS,
SERAPU1NES
AND
MELODEONS.
ence, being a compound of Barks and Roots, which
enumerated, were bought the past week for CASH,
F O R C H IL D R E N T E E T H IN G .
j fully invited to call before purchasing elsewhere,
forma the most powerful safe, and agreeable phys
at the very lowest mark, and Will be sold to nil who may
you ever d arken my door agin, or say a word w riter o f them to stand up.
ALSU DEALERS IS
I t will immediately relieve them from pain, al
ic ever offered to the public.
favor us with their patronage at a small ADVANCE.
j ET All JOB WORK done promptly and neatly executed lay all spasmodic action, soften the gums, reduce
to Melissy i t ’ll be the woss for ye— th a t’s
One o f the pupils im m ediately rose.
P I A N O F O R T E S , S H E E T M U S IC
We take this opportunity to say to our numerous friends
by workmen of experience and warranted to give satisfec- inihimntion. and is sure to regulate the bowels.
and customers, that feeling grateful for the liberal pat
a ll.’
‘ W h a t are you ?’ said the professor,
AND INSTRUCTION BOOKS.
T
H
E
necessity
of such a medicine has long
ronage that they have been pleased to bestow upon us, du
tion.
Depend upon it mothers, it will give rest to your
.
R ockland, Maine .
-L been felt both by the heads of families and physicians.
Mr. C .— ‘ Treem enjous! W h a t a bus
‘ A very poor scholar, sir,’ was the an  ring the past few years, we hope still hy strict application
Grateful for past favors the spuscriber trusts that nothing selves and relief and health to your children.— Its advantages over cathartics given in the form of Pills or
to our business to receive a fair share of their,favors.
te r ! ’
swer.
Price
25
cents
per
bottle.
shall be wanting on itii part to merit a continuance.
Powders must be obvious to every intelligent person. It
Rockland, Sept.17, 1855
• 36 tf
W idow — ‘ Go ‘long— go ’long— go ’long,
We have sold very large quantities of Mrs. operates more immediately and effectually upon the sys
‘ A very poor scholar, indeed, sir— or you
G. I. SMITH.
and at the same time is infinitely less difficult to ad
[C has A. Farw ell .
Rockland, Oct. 21, 1855.
4Itf
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup during the past six tem,
you everlastin’ old gun. I w on't hear an  would never have w ritten such stuff as ‘ J o a n  IW.m. C bkevy.J
minister, being quite agreeable to the taste. It not only
y ears—over 200,000 bottles the last sear We produces all the effects where physic is required, hut com
C R E EV Y & FA R W ELL,
other word (stops her e a rs .)I won’t. I won't, nes Ovum N ovum.’ T h at can’t be your
believe it the best uiedccine in the world for pletely removes habitual Costiveness, leavtog the bowels
I won’t. [E x it M r. Crane.
perfectly free. It expels all humors from the blood, is a
name, s ir.’
Children teething or for the cure of Dysentery certain
Commission M erchanls. and Ship
cure for the Piles, Regulates the action ol the Livqa
or Dinrrohoea in Children whether it arises from frees the stomach from bile, invigorates the .whole N e ?
‘ I don’t see,’ said tho student, ‘ where you
teething or any other cause. It gives universal vous System, and remove the cause of all local pains, such
J ob is ass,— This am iable old gentlem an can find b etter L a tin ; m y name is J o h n Egsatisfaction—never heard a complaint from any
As Rheumatism, Neuialpia, Tic Doloreux
has been giving advice to a young man, in a new. Ovum, for Egg, Novum, for new; Ovum Agents for “ The Eagle Line” New York
one using i t —never sold a medicine so univer
Gout, Pain in the Head, Side,
sally
successful
in
relieving
pain
and
effecting
series o f letters. H ere is an ex tract from N ovum— Egnew. ’
Stomach, &c.
Packets.
cures In all cases above stated, if taken in
The professor seeing th a t he had rath er
the third letter which we commend to the a t
39 NATC H EZ STR EET,
It may also be relied aponin all disease of the Bowels—
season,
relief
islimmediate
and
absolutely
certain
the
w
orst
o
f
it,
im
m
ediately
laid
his
finger
tention o f the reader, for th e plain, homely,
•14 If
NEW ORLEANS.
Dysentery, Diarrhoea, and Cholera
CURTIS & PERKINS.
upon his forehead, and looking a t his hope
good sense conveyed in the a d v ic e :—
Q
Druggists, No 40 Courtland St.
Morbus,
ful pupil, who tj'as standing somewhat in the
yield
at once to its magical influence. Again we repeat,
wallpole, N ov. 18&55.
New
York,
Jan
y
.2
0
th
,
1854.
The subscribers are now manufacturing and offer for
TRY IT !—it needs uo oilier recommendation. No fam
ale an assortment of the above instruments, in various
young man, i now proceed T u gin ye Sum attitu d e o f a drill sargeant exclaim ed in a
ily will be without it after they have properly tested ita
JO H N COLLINS,
style of case mid with Carliarts improved action, which
A L A D Y O F T H E F I R S T R E S P E C  merits. Reader, if you have tried other remedies, without
plane ta lk konsarnin The use o f ard en t Sper- pitiful voice,
will be warranted and sold as cheap as any of the kind
success, despair not—relief is now at hand. Are you suf
T A B IL IT Y W R IT E S .
‘ A la s ! A las ! something wrong here, I TTfOULD respectfully inform his friends and manufactured in New England.
rits.
fering from Scrofu’a, six bottles cf my Liquid Cathartic
VV the public that he will give instructions on the
Salesroom in Snow’s Block, Main Street, opposite Sea
Dear Sir
I am happy to be able to certify will cure you Would you be relieved from habitual Cosi dont Insist on your avoidin The k ritte r doubt.
Street.
PIANO FORTE, VIOLIN, SINGING, JcC.
to the efficacy of Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup tiveness, three bottles w ill effect all that you desire. I
Purchasers iuvited to call and examine.
‘ M ay be so,’ shouted ‘ Ovum N ovum ,’
aw ltogether, a sly G larsc now & Then, (a
you are afflicted with Rheumatic, Neuralgic, or other lo
Terms, $8.00 for twenty-four lessons.
E. P. MORSE,
and to the tru th of whnt it is represented to ac cal
pains, two bottles will free you from them. All hu
sort of 1-2 & a half,) will m ake Y e feel as ‘ something may he w rong th e r e ; b u t,’ strik  PIANO FORTES tuned. A good second-hand PIANO
D P. MORSE.
complish Having a little boy suffering greatly mors will be eradicated from ihe blood by the use of from
IEZ Reed Instruments tuned and repaired.
6tf
rsale cheap. Also, a few VIOLINS.
one to six bottles. In short, if you require a physic for
th o ’ ye kud Shake hands along w ith The ing his hand upon his own forehead, ‘ there
from
teething,
who
could
not
rest,
and
at
night
Orders left at bis House corner o f Lindsey and Union St.
any
this is the most reliable, safe, and agreeable
is nothing wrong here.’
by his cries would not permit any of the family to thepurpose,
king 0’ euglaud. <fc N ot bee abashed.
Rockland, May 9, 1855.
l~tf
taste that has ever been placed within the reach of
LINCOLN COUNTY
to do so, I purchased a .bottle of the Soothing the public.
b u t i A bom inate extrem es, wile i L uk
i
f
m
s
‘i
v
w
s
a
GEO. L. H A T C H ,
Syrup, in order to test the remedy . nnd when
P R IC E , $ 1 ,0 0 .
D oing a T olman.— Two young ladies of
w ith disgust on a man W ho cant swaller a
Principal Depot at No. 38 Central Street, Lcwell, Mass.
given to the boy according to the directions, its
’
azr Sold by Druggists generally. JZB
Tum bler o f toddy w ithout runnin krazy, i Indianopolis, Indiana, who, by the by, be
effect upon him was like magic; he soon went to
Agent for^Rockland, C. P. Fessenden, J. H. Estabrook
sleep, und all pain and nervousness(disappeared. & Co*, Camden, Hou. Jos. Lancaster, Northport. 251y
equally abhor the S ite of a human being a long to the bon ton, were out rid in g in a bug
HE subscribers beg leave to inform their
We have had no trouble with him since, and the
friends and the public that they have opened their
w allowin A long with the hogs, so soaked W ith gy by themselves, and after d riving through
little fellow will pass through with comfort, the
H
e
a
d
y
.
2
2
S
o
u
t
h
S
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e
e
t
,
iLTp
S
t
a
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r
s
,
the most fashionable avenues, they’ con
rum they k a u t Tell wun auuther A p art.
MUSIC AND PIANO-FORTE WARE ROOM,
-OTHELLO’S OCCUPATION’S CONE*
excruciatiug
process of teething, by the sole
*N*EEVW Y O R K .
le tt m oderashun Bee your watchwurd in cluded to try the plank road, W ell, to the
A t H o v ey ’s B lo c k , M a ili S tr ee t,
T. .t^ W E J V T W O R T R , aid of Mrs Winslow's Soothing Syrup. Every
G K A I “I S .
where they offer
mother who regards the health and life of her
Awl your u n d e rta k e s , i never knew A man plank road they went, and while tro ttin g
PIANO FORTES, MELODEONS, VIOLINS
dealer i s
chil-lren should possess it.
tu prosper Y et, w at pitched intuT hings w ith briskly along, they were suddenly arrested J u s t P u b lis h e d : A N e w D is c o v e r y
SHUTES GUITARS, und MUSICAL
MRS. II. A. ALGER.
in M e d ic in e .
INSTRUMENTS
H A T S, C A P S , F U R S , B O O T S, S H O E S ,
undue velocity, he runs H is head iu so far, by the tollgate-kecper, who dem anded his
Lowell, Mass., May 20,1853.,
f
all
kinds,
together
with
Sheet
Music,
Violin,
Guitar
and
toll.
* FEW WORDS ON THE RATIONAL Violoncello strings, Rosin, Bridges, and all other articles
Rubbers, B uffalo Robes, Umbrellas,
E x trikashun is n e x t iu impossible.
For sale by STEPHEN PAUL & CO.. 149
M TREATMENT, witnout Medicine, ofSupermatorrhea usually found in Music Stores iu Boston, at the lowest Bos
‘ H ow much is it ?’ asked the girls.
howsomever, i W ill now branch on tu
Chamber St.. New York, and by C. P. FESSEN
H andkerchiefs, Scarfs, Cravats,
or Local Weakness, Nervous Debility, Low Spirits, Las
pr|ces.
DEN, Rockland; W. M. COOK, E. K. O’BRIEN,
‘ F o r a man and horse, he replied, it is fifty situde, Weakness of the Limbs and, indisposition and In tonThey
Gloves, M ittens, Suspenders,
A nuther subject, young M an.
would particularly invite attention to their stock
capacity for Study and Labor, Dulness of Apprehension, of Sheet Music, which is undoubtedly the most extensive
Thomaston; IRA GILMAN. JOSEPH LONG. T
cents.
it bekums M y d u ty tu Inform ye th a t a
^•C SfC
Loss of Memory aversion to Society, Love of Solituda, ever olfeted in this Couaty, and they have made su oharMARSHALL,
St. George: J . H. BSTABROOK,
W ell, then, get out o f the way’, for we are Timidity. Self-Distrust, Dizziness, Head Ache, Involuntary rangenieuts with Publishers that they will offerNew Music Has just returned from
S trickt obsarveuce o t the L o ad ’s d ay is high
CARLTON & NORWOOD, Camden.
151y
Discharges. Pains in the Side, Affection o f the eyes, Pimp simultaneously with Boston dealers.
ly Im portant, i f a m an W ants tu g it alon^ girls and a m are. G et up, Je n n y !’— and les on the Face, Sexual and othei Infirmities in man.
Country trade supplied on liberal terms.
NEW YORK, BOSTON AND PORTLAND,
■H E A L Y Ac A C H U K N ,
C O S T A R ’S
Please call and examine.
K um fortabel, wile travellin T hro’ this “ vally aw ay they went, leaving th e m an in m ute as F R O M th e F R E N C H O F D r . B . D E L A N E Y .
with
a
large
Stock
of
Desirable
Goods
which
were
selected
KING A W HIPPLE.
Dealenuin
GENUINE RAT A ND ' MICE
The important fact that these alarming complaints con
tonishm ent.
with great care expressly for this market, and will be sold
O f tears,” (tu Quote the puet)
be easily removed without Medicine , is, in this small Pianos tuned properly by J. T . Whipple.
at unheard of low PRICES for CASH. Only please call
luk a t deakun fra tin g a le ! w at on A irth
Rockland, Oct. 16, 1855.
4fitf
B X 1 f S ih ! £ a f l! i! ia ii'© S a
tract, clearly demonstrated; and theentirelv new and high
and examine goods and prices, and you will be convinced
at once that at
C /=‘A h ,’ said a miserly fath er to his son ly successful treatment, as adopted by the Author, fully ex
b u t the garb of piety H e throws on o f a
plained, by means of which every one is able to cure him
FOR THE TOTAL ANNIALATION OF
NO. 2 SPOFFORD BLOCK, ROCKLAND,
S uuday mornin, prevents him from bein w at W iliam ,’h ea rty breakfasts kill one h a lf o f the se l f perfectly , and at least possible cost , avoiding
W
I
GOODS,
GROCERIES,
B
E
N
J
.
B
R
Y
A
N
T
,
M.
D.
ZEL
cto M I O E S .
all the advertising nostrums of the day.
the place to bhv.
38tl
N atu re, i 'beleeve, built him for— tu W it, a world, and trem endous dinners th e other half. thereby
PICKLED
AND
DRY
FISH,
The efficacy of thia preparation for destroy ng Rata
Sent to any address, gratis, and post free in a sealed en
Mice, and Roaches is astonishing. Places that have been
most kolossal skoundrel.
/ ‘I suppose,’retorted W iliam ,’th a t th e tru e liv velope, by remitting (post paid) two postage stamps to Dr.
BEEF,
FORK,
LARD,
BUTTER,
CHEESE,
PAINTS
nfested with numbers o f them have been completely clear
B. De LANEY, N o. 16 Lispeuard Street.New York. *3<6m
B. F. METCALF,*
w ith T h at ’ere kloak on, he P arses for 'a ers are only those who die of h u n g er.’
ed by one, or not more than two applications of this arti
AND OILS, NAILS, WINDOW GLASS, A c. Ac.
cle. Unlike other preparations,they are attracted by this
SU R G R O K . A N D A C C O U C H E U R J
S ta tio n e r y ,
OuHiand a good aaaorlinrnt of the above mentioned article,
man who Shud’n t keep kum pany W ith (Bny.
S
h
i
p
p
i
n
g
&
C
o
m
m
i
s
s
i
o
n
and ent it with the greatest avidity, nnd will not
ooda"wllicn|we will «ell a« lowaa can be.bought elae- die in their
Office n u d R e s id e n c e o n S ch ool S irecJ
body but angels & S v j^ is o f P aradize. hours
hiding places—thus obviating that disagreeable
To cure poverty— s it down and grow l about T ETTER nnd Note Paper of all kinds and
M EBCHANT,
stench eaused by other preparations. N ot dangerojis to
qualities, Envelopes Ac Ac.
& hours H av i thrjj
ay a Lukin a t him, it. B y so doing y o u ’ll be sure to g et rich -LJBlank
the human family. F or sale by
Books manufactured expressly for myself and of
S
l
i
p
F£
rO rr ice H oobs From 8 to 10 A. M., and 1
1H e sits in the
Tu the old and make yourself particularly agreeable the very best stock, Tuck Diaries, Memorandums. A c Ac.
I am weary of straying, oh, lain would I rest
In that far distant land of the pure and the blest,
Where sin ran no longer its blandishment spread,
Whence tears’and temptations forever are fled.
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